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Abstract
This study investigates secondary school English teachers’ awareness in identifying learners
with dyslexia. It seeks to explore teachers’ ability to recognize learners who may be at risk of
dyslexia through their writing errors. The researcher adopted mixed method approaches,
which were judged the most suitable for collecting data, namely a questionnaire and an
interview. The former addressed English teachers at secondary school level in Oum el
Bouaghi to test their knowledge on dyslexia, and their ability to recognize dyslexic students
through their writing errors, while the latter was done with three speech therapists to seek out
their insights about the current status of dyslexia in Algeria and in Oum El Boughi, in
particular. The findings have revealed that around the half of the teachers’ sample have prior
knowledge of dyslexia and most of them were able to diagnose, to some extent, dyslexics’
writing problems. Though teachers claim that they know about dyslexia, their knowledge
seems to be quite limited especially in distinguishing dyslexics form non-dyslexics whom
exhibit similar symptoms. The results obtained from the analysis of experts’ interview
elucidated that more attention is given to children on the expense of teenagers and adults, and
to Arabic on the expense of foreign languages. Thus, this study concludes that extensive
teacher-training is recommended to identify the characteristics of dyslexia for within the
national language curricula at all academic levels.

Keywords: Dyslexia, Learning disability, Writing problems, Teacher training.
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General Introduction
1.

Statement of the Problem
Dyslexia is one of the most controversial language-based learning disabilities all around

the world. Although it is one of the most common language learning disorders, there is no
settled agreement on one specific definition of this syndrome, nor on the reasons causing such
disorder. More importantly, the major issue of helping this category of learners and integrating
them properly within the educational system is still debatable. In fact, dyslexia is a specific
language learning difficulty that mainly affects the development of literacy and language
related skills. It is a lifelong condition that cannot be cured, but it can be reduced if learners
receive the right remedy at the right time. The problem with dyslexia is that it does not only
affect learner's ability to acquire their mother tongue, but hampers learning a foreign language
as well (Sparks & Ganschow, 1993), which makes dyslexic students in multilingual classes
suffer a double burden and require a lot of attention and help. It is of vital importance that
teachers learn more about this disorder, be able to identify it, and to provide those learners
with adequate guidance before it gets worse. Nowadays, it is of almost crucial that future
teachers of English as a foreign language at all levels to acknowledge learning disabilities in
general, and dyslexia in particular, because it affects the subject matter of their occupation
(language).
As stated above, dyslexic students suffer from a difficulty with acquiring many language
aspects in their mother tongue. According to linguistic coding differences hypotheses (LCDH)
(Sparks & Ganschow, 1993), students will transfer these literacy deficiencies when learning a
different language, and sometimes the signs of this disability become clearer when dyslexic
1

learners start studying a foreign language. Learners who suffer from dyslexia do not usually
know that they are dyslexic, which puts a great responsibility on the shoulders of foreign
language teachers to identify and detect this disorder. If foreign language teachers are not
conscious about this disorder, and if learners do not receive the right help that they need, this
category of students will suffer, and they are likely to fail in their educational career, if not
considering dropping out. In the time countries like USA that have enacted federal laws such
as the Individual with Disabilities in Educational Act (IDEA) 2004, that grants learners with
learning disabilities, dyslexics included, the right for a Free and Appropriate Public Education
(FAPE) in order to protect them from discrimination. Algerian researchers, on the other hand,
seem not to give the necessary attention to this issue. In addition to that, there is a remarkable
lack in pieces of research about dyslexia conducted in Algeria, especially in relation to second
or foreign languages teaching and learning. This fuels the researcher’s motivation to conduct
the present research in an attempt to shed light on such an extremely important issue in
learning English as Foreign Language.

2. Significance of the study
It is worth mentioning that it is difficult to identify learners with this disability even
with the native language, let alone when learning a foreign one. Therefore, this nonexperimental study highlights that it is possible that teachers in Algeria when evaluating, they
think errors committed by learners are due to first language interference, negative transfer, or
affective characteristics such as low motivation, poor attitude or high anxiety, and neglect the
fact that it could be a potential of a learning disability, including dyslexia, especially when it
comes to writing errors.

2

3.

Aims of the Study
Although the ultimate objective of this study is to raise awareness about this issue and to

help teachers learn more about dyslexia, and mainly to correct the false beliefs that are
associated with it, this study also lists other aims such as:
 Shedding light on how teachers could help learners with or at risk of dyslexia to identify
their problems.
 Establishing a good rapport between teachers and these learners, because dyslexic students
would have more trust and confidence in teachers who are enlightened about this disorder.
 Enlightening teachers about this syndrome may lead them to take action and follow the
right procedures to reduce dyslexia and, eventually, enhance their students’ writing skill.

4.

Research Questions
The present researcher paper attempts to answer the following questions:

 How knowledgeable are Oum El Bouaghi’s secondary school EFL teachers about dyslexia?
 How knowledgeable are Oum El Bouaghi EFL teachers about dyslexics’ writing problems?
 Are teachers able to distinguish between dyslexia and negative transfer when it comes to
students’ writing?

5.

Research Methodology
Since the nature of the topic determines the method, the present research will be a

descriptive study that adopts quantitative and qualitative methods. It uses two basic datagathering techniques: questionnaires and semi-structured interviews. The questionnaire was
designed to report EFL teachers’ beliefs and awareness about dyslexia, while the interviews
were used for reporting speech therapists’ pieces of advice and remarks. As far as population
and sampling are concerned, this research made from EFL teachers of secondary schools in
1

the province of Oum El Bouaghi the target population for this study. Actually, the population
is made of around 100 teachers teaching in around 29 high schools over the region. From this
population, 30 teachers were selected to be the sample research. Additionally, the present
study addressed speech therapists in the same geographical region.

6.

Structure of the Study
The present research is divided into two chapters. The first chapter will be devoted for a

theoretical study, and the second for the practical one. The theoretical chapter is elaborated in
two sections: “Dyslexia: a learning disability”, and “Dyslexia and writing problems in foreign
languages”. The elements that will be included under the first section will be surrounded
around the definition and causes of dyslexia and its symptoms, as well as the teacher role in
helping learners with this disability. While section two outlines dyslexia profile across
languages, dyslexia and different writing systems or, more specifically, the English writing
system and dyslexia and foreign languages. Then it discusses dyslexics’ writing problems with
reference to English as a foreign language. Finally it sheds light on foreign language teachers’
awareness of this syndrome. The practical part will include the analysis and interpretation of
data gathered.
The second chapter is about the fieldwork. It includes the description and analysis of
data gathering tools’ findings along with giving appropriate interpretations to the results
gathered by the English teachers’ questionnaire and the experts’ interviews.
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Section One: Dyslexia: A Learning Disability

Introduction
Since dyslexia is the beating heart of this survey, it is essential to initiate the first half of
this chapter with an exhaustive delineating of this language-based disorder. This section then
will shed light on the striking lack of consensus about the term dyslexia and multitude of
definitions and depictions associated with it. In relation to that, a major focus with be directed
to the causes of this phenomena with correspondence to the presumed claims on the nature of
this defect. Moreover, a list of symptoms of this disorder will be included to supply readers,
and more impotently teachers, with clear criteria to identify a dyslexic learner.

1.1.1. Finding a Definition for Dyslexia
A considerable amount of literature has been published on dyslexia, but to date there has
been little agreement on one definition for this disorder. Ott (1997) believes that “More than
50 definitions can be found in the literature in an attempt to achieve the right one about
dyslexia.” (As cited in Michail, 2010, p.16). One reason for this diversity can be contributed to
the fact that dyslexia has been the concern of many disciplines that view dyslexia from
different angles in return. (Miles, 1995). Traditionally, dyslexia has been associated with the
belief that the difficulty in reading that some learners exhibit, despite their average
intelligence, is due to visual deficiencies. Before the turn of the century, however, scientific
studies that offer contradictory findings about the causes of dyslexia have emerged, which lead
to a crisis in giving an accurate definition to this learning deficiency. Most recently, a debate
about dyslexia gained fresh prominence with many questioning the existence of this
phenomenon (Elliot & Grigorenko, 2014).
6

Before giving any information of any kind about dyslexia, it should be noted that are
two subtypes of dyslexia: developmental dyslexia (henceforth DD) and acquired dyslexia
(henceforth AD). The former is the case when a child is born with this disorder; it generally
contributes to genetic factors. The latter, however, is a result of a brain injury. Thus,
developmental dyslexia, or simply dyslexia, will be the focus throughout this research work
(Casalis, 2004).
Defining dyslexia can be problematic, for it does not lead itself to an easy definition.
Rice and Brooks (2004) said: “Dyslexia can be defined in more ways than one, but each
definition outlines a different concept.” (p. 17). This can be attributed to the varities of
dicsiplines that approched dyslexia each from its own prespective (Miles, 1995). In relation to
that, Rice and Brooks (2004) listed twenty-eight different definitions of dyslexia written by
different scholars, institutions or government bodies over the last forty years (cf. Table1).
According to the table they provided, it appears that the most elements that they agreed upon
are reading fluency (twenty seven), followed by cognitive impairment (fifteen), then age
discrepancy (fourteen), IQ discrepancy (twelve) and spelling fluency accuracy (eleven).

7

Table1
( (Rice & Brooks, 2004, p. 147)

A good way to define dyslexia, though, can be done through tracing its origin. The
etymology of the word dyslexia stems from a Greek origin “dys” meaning difficulty and
“lexis” stands for word (Berninger et al., 2008).In short, dyslexia means a difficulty with a
word or language, this term was first coined by the German ophthalmologist Berlin in 1887.
8

Over time, dyslexia also came under the name of “word-blindness” which was later replaced
by “strephosymbolia” (Greek for “twisted”) (Elliot & Grigorenko, 2014), but these terms fell
in favor of use when their background rational were run out of date.
From all the existing definitions, the descriptive ones are said to be more practical and
beneficial in notifying teachers, parents and practitioners with different characteristics of
dyslexia that can aid in identifying and assessing learners with this disorder (Elliot & place
2004 cited in Michail, 2010). Likewise, Michail (2010) confirms: “From all the above the
definitions the descriptive ones can be more beneficial for educators and parents as it gives a
better understanding of what dyslexia is rather what it is not.” (p. 26). Therefore, one of the
most common descriptive definitions by The International Dyslexia Association (henceforth
IDA) in 2002 comes as follow:
Dyslexia is a specific learning disability that is neurological in origin. It is
characterized by difficulties with accurate and/or fluent word recognition and
by poor spelling and decoding abilities. These difficulties typically result
from a deficit in the phonological component of language that is often
unexpected in relation to other cognitive abilities and the provision of
effective classroom instruction. Secondary consequences may include
problems in reading comprehension and reduced reading experience that can
impede the growth of vocabulary and background knowledge (para. 1).
Since this research work focuses on the writing deficit aspect of dyslexia, and addresses
teachers in particular, the definition afforded by the Bournemouth University (1998) about
students with dyslexia in higher education, following the descriptive way, can be deemed as
the most relevant to this study: “Dyslexia manifests itself as an imbalance of skills whereby
the dyslexic is unable to commit to paper ideas and information which are commensurate with
their intellectual ability as evidenced by spoken understanding or demonstration.” (Demos
project, n.d.as cited in Michail, 2010, p. 25)

9

It worth mentioning that this definition concentrates on the writing skill solely,
thus teachers need to take into account the other variables that belong to the same
disorder in order to ensure a full assessment of dyslexia.
1.1.2. Causes of Dyslexia
Dyslexia imposes itself as a complex and highly challenging term to define within the
scientific community, because it has many facets; the characteristics of one dyslexic in a
giving research domain could not necessarily match with those in another domain. In like
manner, what causes dyslexia is not fully understood. Though there are number of theories
that have been put forward in this regard, but any decent attempt to explain why this disorder
exists, or how it happens, needs a description and explanation with regard to three levels
according to Firth (1999), namely: behavioral level, cognitive level, biological level. She also
added the environmental level that interacts with one or all the levels. In this respect, one may
notice that the above mentioned definition by the IDA integrates these all four levels of
descriptions: biological, cognitive, behavioral and environmental (cf. Table 2). Accordingly,
Dyslexia can be described as a neuro-developmental disorder which has a biological origin
demonstrated in behavioral signs with a range of environmental influences operating at each
of them ( Firth, 1999).
The biological level entails a genetic factor that causes deficiency at the level of the
brain, which leads to cognitive inadequacy that can be represented in behavioral symptoms.
As Nijakowska (2010) confirms:
As for the hypothetical causal links between the levels, the indicated
direction is from biological through cognitive to behavioral level. In other
words, a genetic difference causes a brain abnormality, which in turn is
responsible for a cognitive deficit, which in turn brings about certain
observed patterns of behavior. (p. 34)
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In the following parts, a closer look with be given to the genetic, neurological and
cognitive factors individually, with reference to the environmental influences if there were
any. The behavioral level however, with be discussed in the coming title (see symptoms of
dyslexia), for that behavioral level comes in form of symptoms that help in identify dyslexic
rather than providing an explicate cause of it.
Table 2
Levels of Description in the Definition of Dyslexia by the IDA
Definition

Level of Description

Dyslexia is a specific learning disability that is neurological in

Biological level

origin
It is characterized by difficulties with accurate and/or fluent word

Behavioural level

recognition and by poor spelling and decoding abilities.
These difficulties typically result from a deficit in the

Cognitive level

phonological component of language that is often unexpected in
relation to other cognitive abilities
and the provision of effective classroom instruction

Environmental level

Note. Adapted from (Kormos & Smith, 2012, p. 24)

1.1.2.1.

Genetic Factors

The genetic theory has a long history as to what may causes dyslexia. It entails that
dyslexia fun in families, and it is, thus, a hereditary disorder because members of the same
family share their genies as well as the environment (Schulte-Körne, et al., 2007). It is
estimated that a child with an affected parent or a sibling will be at high risk of developing
dyslexia (Nijakowska, 2010). Evidences that confirm the hereditary hypothesis and
11

environmental factors comes from the experiments conducted on twines that allowed
researches to draw meaningful conclusions about the legitimacy of

the genetic and

environment influences on dyslexia (Olson et al., 1989; Ramus, 2006). Variant degrees in the
demanding tasks; however, revealed that phonological decoding skills have a strong genetic
influence, unlike the orthographic ones that were not significantly heritable (Olson et al.,
1989).
Although the genetic effect has been acknowledged by many researchers, talking about
the biological factors stimulates the representation of the genetic molecule responsible of this
syndrome as well as the analysis of DNA samples (Schulte-Körne, et al., 2007). Indeed,
molecule genetic studies have located the regions on chromosomes 1, 2, 3, 6, 15 and 18 linked
to developing dyslexia (Fisher & Francks, 2006). Admittedly though, dyslexia is not cause by
a single gene alone, but it is rather a result of the combination and cooperation of several
genes (Ramus, 2006). Galaburda (2005) suggests that dyslexia is manifested by abnormality
at the level of the brain that emanates from the genetic mutation that runs in families. This
leads us from the genetic theory of dyslexia to the analysis of brain structure and functions.

1.1.2.2. Neurobiological Defects
By act of definition, dyslexic brains differ from those who are not dyslexic (Rice &
Brooks, 2004). This stimulated many studies targeting difference in brain mechanisms in both
dyslexic and non-dyslexic. Norman Geschwind (1926-1984) is often credited to be the first to
shed light on the relation between dyslexia and specific parts of the brain (Nicolson Fawcett,
2008). Geschwind in turn, was in favor of the lateralization theory of dyslexia that has been
suggested by Orton (1925.1937), which holds that there was something strictly peculiar about
the inter hemispheric communication in dyslexic brain (Habib, 2000). Subsequently,

12

Geshwind (1982) proposed his theory that relates dyslexia to underdevelopment in brain
asymmetry for the function of language, assuming that the left hemisphere of the brain have
larger areas devoted for language function (Galaburda, LeMay, Kemper, & Geschwind, 1978;
Geschwind & Levitsky, 1968 cited in Galaburda, 2005). Additionally, Geshwind (1982) also
assumed that dyslexic had insufficient amounts of brain tissue devoted to language
(Galaburda, 2005). On the practical ground, this theory proposed to assemble a set of dyslexic
brains (dead) and analyze them (Nicolson Fawcett, 2008). When this hypothesis has been
tested, it has been found that the typical symmetry of a normal brain distinghish itself form the
brain symmetry of a dyslexic by having a left (language- specialist ) hemisphere larger than
the right one (Vellutino, et al., 2004).
Furthermore, Galaburda(2005) noted that the assumption was wrong about the
insufficient amount of language tissue in the brains of dyslexics. As a result, the quality of
these brain tissues, as opposted to their quanity, came as an alternative to his prposal. In this
respect, Galaburda (2005) announced that while examining the shape, symmetry and size of
the planum temporale (language area), it had been found that certain groups of brain cells were
located out of place in the cerebral cortex of dyslexics. In more practical terms, the sylvian
fissure in the cortex of the left hemisphere or, more spesifically, the regions of the temporooccipital responsible of letter strings and words was profondly affected by abnormal neuronal
migration (Cohen et al., 2000; Dehaene, Cohen, Sigman, & Vinckier, 2005 cited in Galaburda,
2005).
Additionally, Galaburda (2005) mentioned that the development of the brain takes place
between 16- and 24-weeks during gestation, which implies that the neural migration is
controlled by a genetic factor, as well as the neural migration disorder that can be attributed to
the intervention of environmental factors.
11

1.1.2.3.

Cognitive Defects

Instead of getting involved into the complexity of the neurological system and its
burdensome medical terms, most people consider the cognitive layer of dyslexia as the most
intelligible and comprehensive level for explaining difficulties with dyslexia. People are more
familiar with the techniques and mechanisms involved in information processing such as
memory, perception, storage, retention…etc. Besides, valuable clues about the cognitive
dysfunctions can enhance a plain link between the biological and behavioral level. In other
words, an easier way to illustrate the problems associated with dyslexia is by establishing
casual relationship between behavioral symptoms that reflect an explanation in terms of brain
operation (Nicolson & Fawcett, 2008). Indeed, much of the theories linked to dyslexia have
called attention to difficulty in language processing such as the phonological processing deficit
theory, double-deficit hypothesis, cerebella theory (automaticity).

1.1.2.3.1. The Phonological Processing Deficit Theory
By far, the phonological deficit theory is the most robust explanatory framework of
dyslexia. It is built upon the premise that dyslexics have a specific impairment in the
representation, storage and retrieval of speech sounds (Ramus et al., 2003). This entails that
the core deficit problem with dyslexic impaired reading and writing is phonological in nature.
Vellutino et al. (2004) defined the phonological coding as “the ability to use speech codes to
represent information in the form of words and parts of words.” (p. 12). Accordingly, weak
phological skill or impaired phonological awearness leads to significantly poor ability to map
between letters and their corresponding sounds, as well as the manipulation of linguistic
sounds respectively. This can explain why a dyslexic performs badly in tasks requiring
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phonological awareness such as poor reading skills and especially word recognition and
spelling and speech perception problem (Kormos & Smith, 2012).
The phonological theory, thus, manifests a straightforward link between the biological
dysfunction, cognitive deficit and the behavioral problem (Ramus et al., 2003). As far the
neurological level is concerned, anatomical work performed by Galaburda and colleges
(Galaburda et al., 1985; Galaburda, 1985) pointed out that the origin of the disorder is a
congenital dysfunction of left-hemisphere peri-sylvian brain areas underlying phonological
representations, or connecting between phonological and orthographic representations (cf.
Figure1)

Figure1. Causal model of dyslexia as a result of a phonological deficit (Frith, 1999, p. 203)

1.1.2.3.2. Double-Deficit Hypothesis
Though that the phonological theory is considered the most representative theory for
problems with dyslexia, Denckla and Rudel (1976) put new evidence that dyslexics perform
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significantly slower in rapid word naming tasks than non-dyslexics. They found that dyslexics
pronounced difficulties when asked to name rapidly visual symbols such as letters, numbers,
colors, and simple objects, in a complete absence of any phonological components (Nicolson
& Fawcett, 1994). In light of such evidence, Wolf and Bowers (1999) constructed the doubledeficit hypothesis that holds both the phonological theory and naming-speed deficits as two
separate dysfunctions characterizing dyslexia in form of a more inclusive theory. In other
words, the double-deficit hypothesis accepts the phonological awareness deficit as a key factor
in dyslexia, but it gives account to naming-speed as another source for dysfunctions dyslexic
reading.
In fact, this theory explains why some dyslexics keep struggling with learning to reading
and writing despite their fine phonological skills, whereby Wolf and Bowers (1999) postulate
that dyslexics can be divided into three subtypes according to their deficits: those who have
phonological deficits; those who have speed deficits; and those who have both speed and
phonological deficits. The latter group with a double deficit, proved to have the most severely
impaired ability to learn (Bowers & Wolf, 1993; Wolf & Bowers, 1999; Wolf et al., 2000,
Nicolson, Fawcett, 2008).

1.1.2.3.3. Cerebella Theory (Automaticity Deficit Hypothesis)
The behavioral symptoms of dyslexia are by no means confided to impaired reading and
writing, that is why the phonological theory received a worldwide support for its explanatory
framework that relates these problems to difficulty in breaking spoken words down into their
constituent sounds (syllables or phonemes). However, this theory failed to account for the full
range of difficulties established for dyslexic (Nicolson, Fawcett, & Dean, 2001). Alternatively,
Nicolson and Fawcett (1999) developed the automaticity deficit hypothesis, or the cerebella
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deficit hypothesis, that accounts for the problems in acquiring reading, spelling, handwriting
and/or any phonological skills. It also predicts possible deficits apart from the literacy skills
(Nicolson &Fawcett, 2008).
Cerebella Deficit Theory, like the phonological deficit hypothesis, represents a link
between the biological, cognitive and behavioral problems (cf.Figure 2). At the biological
level, brain scans gave evidence about the anatomical, metabolic and activation differences in
the cerebellum of dyslexics (Rae et al., 1998; Nicolson et al., 1999; Brown et al., 2001;
Leonard et al., 2001 cited in Ramus et al., 2003).
At the cognitive level, cerebellar deficit accounts for phonological deficit and for
automatization deficit (Nicolson, Fawcett, & Dean, 2001). For that, the cerebellum has a role
in motor control and in the automatization of over-learned tasks; hence, it has a role in the
speech articulation and performing tasks such as reading and writing respectively (Ramus et
al., 2003). Consequently, dysfunctional articulation leads to deficient phonological
representations, and the weak capacity to automatize would lead to poor linkage of graphemephoneme correspondences (Ramus et al., 2003). Actually, the phonological deficit hypothesis
and the double-deficit hypothesis might be integrated naturally within this framework
(Nicolson, Fawcett, & Dean, 2001).
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Figure2. A causal model of dyslexia as a result of a cerebellar abnormality (Frith, 1999,
p.206).

1.1.3. Symptoms and General Features of Dyslexia
Traditionally, any decent attempt to raise awareness about diseases or syndromes
peruses the protocol that integrates a description, causes, symptoms and plausible treatments
for these phenomena. Indeed, the description and causes dyslexia has been thoroughly
discussed earlier in this section, which leaves subsequent discussions for the behavioral
symptoms of dyslexia.
Dyslexia is a lifetime and chronic condition that affects one’s language skills due to
abnormalities in the brain functions (Cimermanova, 2015). The imprinted traces of this
syndrome, however, vary across individuals (Nijakowska, 2010), which makes it very
challenging to describe the exact status of this syndrome. Moreover, the way in which this
learning disability manifests itself in one person is exposed to a dynamic change throughout
their lives, because with age education, therapeutic activities and compensatory tactics can
play a role in improving dyslexics’ profile. Hence, some characteristics at a certain point in
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time can disappear, decrease or prevail into adulthood (Bogdanowicz, 1997c, 1999;
Mickiewicz, 1997; Snowling, 2001a, cited in Nijakowska, 2010).
The first step to identify a potential risk of dyslexia can be predicted with tracing the
family history. As mentioned in the previous part, since dyslexia runs in families, parents can
take their precaution as soon as their child arrives by giving much attention to his/her
behavioral signs (Ried,2011).
First signs of dyslexia can be anticipated from the early stages of develompent, dyslexic
childern typically start to speak late and can have problems in speech production that may
prosiest during 30 months along with difficulties in grammatical expression. At the preschoool
age, childern can have a slower vocabulary acquisition and they may find a hard time to tell
the rhyming words apart, culminating during the school years where their deficits in
phonological awareness and alphabet knowledge ensue in reversing letters and numbers
(especially p and b, w and m, 3 and 5). Besides, they start giving signs of difficulty in breaking
down words into their correspondent graphic-phoneme, spell or leave out word parts
(Scarborough, 1990; Cimermanova, 2015).
Undoubtly , as far as the lingusitc skills are concerned, the most essential prevelance
beahviroral symptoms of dyslexia are, by far, impaired reading (word-decoding), writing and
spellinng (word-encoding) (Nijakowska, 2010). Concerning the non-lingusitic behaviours,
Cimermanova (2015) mentioned that “confusion with before and after, left vs. right confusion,
difficulty remembering and following directions, difficulty with motor skills and organization,
attention. Many dyslexic children show problems with handwriting, processing speed,
working memory.”(p. 40). Additional symptoms can be summarized as Ranaldi (2003, p. 1416) outlined in his book “Dyslexia and Design & Technology.”
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Possible difficulties
• reading hesitantly;
• misreading, making understanding difficult;
• Difficulty with sequences, e.g. getting dates in order;
• Poor organization or time management;
• Difficulty organizing thoughts clearly;
• Erratic spelling;
• processing at speed;
• Misunderstanding complicated questions, though knowing the answer;
• finding the holding of a list of instructions in the memory difficult, though able to perform
all the tasks;
• remembering people, places and names of objects;
• tiring more quickly than a non-dyslexic person – far greater concentration is required;
• deciphering a passage correctly yet not getting the sense of it;
• Great difficulty with figures (e.g. learning tables), reading music or anything which entails
interpreting symbols;
• learning foreign languages;
• Inconsistent in performance;
• may omit a word or words, or write one twice;
• Very likely to suffer from constant nagging uncertainty;
• Great difficulty in taking good notes because cannot listen and write at the same time;
• when looking away from a book they are reading or a blackboard from which they are
copying, they may have great difficulty in finding their place again;
• Works slowly because of difficulties, so is always under pressure of time.
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Conclusion
Dyslexia, by definition, is a learning disability that interferes with an individual's
ability to learn resulting in impaired functioning in verbal language, reasoning, or academic
skills (as reading and writing) and are thought to be caused by difficulties in processing and
integrating information. This issue has proven to be a national problem that calls for scholars
and teachers to take action and put in hand new evidence to help students with such
conditions. Indeed, a lot of efforts have been done in order to comprehend the nature of these
disorders, but putting these evidences into practice have never been properly researched. In
light of this tremendous gap between the scientific research and educational practices, much of
the blame is directed to teachers who do not have a decent background of the psychology of
learning and yet are expected to take on board a whole new evidence on how to remediate
these problems. Therefore, this section attempted to supply teachers in particular with clear
criteria that would enable them to understand and identify dyslexia.
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Section Two: Dyslexia and Writing Problems in Foreign Languages
Introduction
Due to the fact that the scope of dyslexia is closely related to the domain of language
teaching, it is of a vital importance to open a window on the relation of dyslexia with second
and foreign languages in order to give a glace on different facets of this learning disability
from different angles. Nowadays, most people around the world are in favor of learning and
speaking more than one language, and hence, the present section will start with examining the
profile of dyslexia in different languages. Having mentioned that, and according to the
Algerian pupils learning English as a foreign language, scrutinizing how dyslexia manifests
itself in different languages and more importantly in English languages becomes
indispensable. Additionally, By virtue of lack of conscious about the difficulties that dyslexics
have in writing in comparison with the reading skill, this section will list some of the
dyslexics’ symptoms as far as the writing skill is concerned. Correspondently, having teachers
being aware of such a syndrome can play a vital role in taking action concerning this
language-based disorder.

1.2.1. Dyslexia Across Languages
Dyslexia is language-based disorder that affects mainly development of literacy and
language related skills. This imposes a fundamental question about the universality of this
disorder, bearing in mind, that there are many different languages all around the world, each of
which has its unique language system. By extension, dyslexia is a neurobiological disorder
that affects ones’ linguistic performance in acquiring a language as far as phonological and
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orthographic representations are concern (IDA, 2002), that being said , does the linguistic
performance varies across languages that have different writing systems?
Over the last decade, dyslexia held the interest of many researchers (Frith, Miles,
Snowling, Vullentino) that have conducted several research studies that investigated its effects
on one’s ability to acquire a language, most of them have focused exhaustively on English
language (Miles, 2000). Recently, researchers have broadened the scope of inquiry to include
their respective languages in correlation with the established findings in order to examine how
dyslexia manifests itself across languages (Miles, 2000). Paulesu et al. (2001) run their
experiment on different dyslexics speaking different languages namely English, French and
Italian. They demonstrated that the brain dysfunctions, through the use of brain-scan images
technology, are alike in dyslexics whose native language was English, French and Italian
(Figure 3). Admittedly though, they found that the prevalence of the estimated linguistic
performance varied depending on the nature of the language.
According to their findings, it can be concluded that dyslexia is a universal neurological
disorder that varies in correlation with the degree of transparency of the orthographic system.
(Paulesu et all., 2001) said: “We conclude that there is a universal neuro-cognitive basis for
dyslexia and that differences in reading performance among dyslexics of different countries
are due to different orthographies” (p. 2165). Having mentioned that, it is of a vital importance
then to open a window on the relation of dyslexia with different writing systems.
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Figure3. Points of activation in the left temporal region of the brain in readers of typical
development (ΤD) and in dyslexics (3 languages: French, Italian, English) [(Α=ΤD, Β
=Dyslexics, C=difference between Α and Β) (adapted from Paulesu et al., 2001.p, 2166).

1.2.2. Dyslexia and Different Writing Systems
Dyslexia is learning disability that is mainly manifested as “impairment in the processing
of written language.” (Cimermanova, 2015, p. 39). Accordingly, one major factor that
contributes to the impairment reading and writing in dyslexics is the nature of the language
itself (Kormos & Smith, 2012). There are different languages all around the world that are
represented by a wide variety of writing systems. What distinguishes one language from
another is the way these written languages encode the phonological units graphically (i.e.,
phoneme, syllable or morpheme) (Frost, 2005; Caravolas, 2005). As a consequence,
grapheme-phonemic correspondence varies widely across languages.
According to the phonological deficit hypothesis, the core deficit with dyslexics is their
poor ability to link between the grapheme-phonemic relationships (Ramus et al., 2003;
Vellutino et al., 2004). Therefore, several studies concerning dyslexia addressed how the
orthographic transparency (The degree of phonemic-grapheme correspondence) in number of
languages influences the way dyslexics develop their language skills. Particularly, these
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studies compared between the transparent (shallow) and opaque languages (deep) (Miles,
2000; Pugh & Verhoeven, 2018). Caravolas (2005) defines the former as the case when the
language orthography “contain a set of one-to-one grapheme–phoneme (or spelling–sound)
and phoneme–grapheme (or sound–spelling) correspondences. Thus, there should be only one
way to pronounce any given grapheme, and only one way to spell any given phoneme.” (p.
337). While the latter is defined in terms of how grapheme-phoneme correspondence can be
one-to-many or many-to-one (i.e. different graphemes can be represented by one phoneme,
and several phonemes can correspond to the same grapheme) (Ziegler & Goswami, 2005). In
brief, the degree of transparency in transparent orthographies is highly consistent; in contrast,
the correspondence of grapheme to phoneme in opaque orthographies is rather chaotic (Pugh
& Verhoeven, 2018).
Paulesu et al. (2001) stated that the linguistic performance of dyslexic varied
significantly across languages; hence, dyslexics may not display all the same signs within one
language, which raises a critical question on whether problems that dyslexics experience are
the same in transparent and opaque orthographies. Serrano and Defior (2008) claim that the
success in overcoming dyslexia depends on the level of orthographic transparency of each
language. The findings of Spencer (2000) are affirmative in this regard; he asserted that
transparent orthographies cause less difficulty for dyslexics than languages with opaque
orthographies. Spencer (2001) reinforced his claim on a cognitive level saying that
“transparent orthographies are very efficient because they do not make heavy demands on
memory and require a much more limited activation of brain regions, making them more
accessible to dyslexic children.” (p. 227). In contrast, deeper orthographies (opaque
orthographies) depend heavily on memory and activate large areas in the brain that may
indeed prevent dyslexic form acquire basic language skills (Spencer, 2001).
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Unfortunately, the amount of research conducted in this regard took one orientation
towards impaired reading solely, though writing also demands an adequate level of
phonological awareness. However, greater part of these studies give credits to the affect of the
orthographic transparency on pupils impaired writing and spelling.

1.2.3. English Writing System
English is an alphabetic language written and read from left to right. According to the
British Receive Pronunciation (RP) English contain 26 letters; it is represented by 44
phonemes, 24 consonant and up to 20 vowels. Therefore, English is a good example of a deep
orthography, because it has a rich vowel system (20 vowels) which is represented by fewer
graphemes (Frost, 2005). In other words, in English several graphemes can correspond to the
same phoneme and conversely, several phonemes can be represented by the same grapheme
(Ziegler & Goswami, 2005). In relation to that, Spencer (2000) claims that English is a
dyslexic language, according to him; English contain fewer consistent relationships between
sounds and letters than many other languages (Spencer, 2001). Consequently, English
language poses itself as a very difficult language for dyslexic learners to learn, because deep
orthographies make extra demands on the brain functioning (Paulesu et al., 2001).

1.2.4. Dyslexia in Foreign Languages
Markedly, learning foreign languages becomes a prerequisite to cope with the nature of
multilingual societies. Accordingly, the Algerian education system makes form learning a
foreign language an integral and compulsory part for any regular students to study. In fact, the
core problem with dyslexics lies in their difficulty in acquiring their native language, let alone
an additional one (Cimermanova, 2015). Evidently then, fulfilling the foreign language (FL)
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educational requirement poses a tremendous burden on the shoulders of the dyslexic students
(Nijakowska, 2010).
It was not until 1980’s that the study of learning disabilities was brought to foreign
language literature (Nijakowska, 2010). Before that, many scholars in the field FL such as
Gardener and his colleagues (1985, 1972), Horwitz and others (1986, 1991), Krashen (1982),
Ehrman (1990) and Guiora and his colleagues (1972) focused on the influence of affective
variables on the performance of individual in FL namely motivation, anxiety, affective filter,
type of personality and empathy with learners who is speaking a FL respectively (Sparks,
1995, Sparks, et all., 2004). Seemingly, these affective variables play indeed a role in
succeeding in learning a foreign language. However, none of the variables aforementioned
have been said to be responsible directly for the successful or unsuccessful in FL learning,
because researchers failed to give any empirical pattern between these variables and FL
achievement (Sparks, 1995).
Notably, the bond between the difficulties that learners experience in learning the native
languages and foreign languages put forward as a plausible explanation to the
underperformance of dyslexic students in languages (Nijakowska, 2010). Sparks and
Ganschow (1989) hypothesized that the language skill in general is a keystone foundation of
FL skills and thus learners’ first language learning skills play a significant role in learning a
FL (Sparks, 1995; Sparks, 2001; Nijakowska, 2010). Consequently, their theory linguistic
coding differences hypothesis (henceforth LCDH) is recognized as one of the famous theories
that explain dyslexics’ underperformance in learning a FL. Actually, there are others theories
that are based on the same promise as the LCDH, in the following part each of these theories
will be discussed separately.
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1.2.4.1. Linguistic Interdependence Hypothesis
Cummins (1979,1981) put forward his Interdependence Hypothesis (henceforth IH), also
known as the ice berg theory, which holds that there is a strong relationship concerning
literacy competence between learning a first language (L1) and second language (L2). In other
words, L2 proficiency and academic skills are closely related to L1 proficiency while the
former is being acquired (Abu-Rabia & Sammour, 2013; Georgia & Segklia, 2017). Cummins
(1979, 1981)

argues that if there were any deficits in language learning in L1, automatically

these deficits will transfer when learning a L2 (Zaretsky & Schwartz, 2016 cited in Georgia &
Segklia, 2017). That is to say, one’s L2 linguistic ability will be developed on parallel with
L1 language skills, if one suffers from phonological or orthographic underdevelopment skills,
s/he will most likely have the same symptoms when acquiring L2 (Abu-Rabia & Sammour
2013). In addition, Cummins (1979) claims that general academic skills such as reading,
writing and spelling share underlying process both in L1 and L2 regardless of their
orthographical difference (Abu-Rabia & Sammour, 2013; Georgia & Segklia , 2017 ). AbuRabia and Siegel (2002) gave empirical evidence about the influence of L1 orthographic
system on L2 linguistic skills. As a result, one may infer that in leaning a FL, the nature of
both L1 and L2 writing system play a crucial role in the learning process.

1.2.4.2. The Script Dependent Hypothesis
In contrast to Cummins (1979) ’s last assumption, the script dependent hypothesis
gives a heavy emphasis on central role that L1writing script plays in the foundation of L2
language skills (Liberman, Shankweiler, Fischer, & Carter, 1974). According to this theory,
difference between L1 and L2 orthography plays a vital role in the process of developing
literary skills in the L2 (Abu-Rabia et.al. 2013; Georgia & Segklia , 2017). Specifically, as it
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has been already noted in previous section that the nature of the orthography feature of each
language influences the linguistic performance of dyslexic learners (see dyslexia in different
writing system), more precisely, it has been cited that languages vary in the degree of
grapheme / phoneme correspondence. Correspondingly, poor phonological skills in L1 that
has a transparent writing system may not pertain to the poor phonological awareness in L2
with deep orthographic system and vice versa (Liberman, et all., 1974). Therefore, the script
dependent hypothesis argues that the poor academic skills in one language depend on the
orthographical transparency of that language, so it makes form the influences of L1 spelling
feature the major focus of study when learning L2 with different spelling system (Georgia &
Segklia , 2017).

1.2.4.3. The Linguistic Coding Differences Hypothesis
Sparks and Ganschow (1989) introduced their theory of linguistic coding differences
hypothesis (LCDH) into leaning disability (LD) literature. In 1991, they widened the scope to
include it into the FL literature (Sparks, 2001). Actually, LCDH research originated from
native language studies, more particularly, it is based on studies of Vellution and Scanlon
(1986) who found that phonological, orthographic and syntactic skills were the main areas of
difficulty that dyslexics struggle with when learning their first language (Sparks, 2001). At
first, LCDH was directed to illustrate the difficulties that learning disabled students have in FL
learning (Ganshow &Sparks, 1986; 1987 cited in Sparks, 2001). However, when they carried
on their studies they come across a number of students that were not labeled as learners
disabled (LD), yet they had problems with learning FL (Sparks, 2001). Consequently, they
have changed their theory name from linguistic coding deficit hypothesis to linguistic coding
differences hypothesis in order to refer to the concept of continuum, to say it in Sparks’s
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(2001) words: “FL learning runs along a continuum of very good to very poor FL learners, and
that difficulties with FL learning range from mild to severe.” (p. 39).
Sparks and Ganshow (1986) theory postulates that leaning mechanisms in general
control both L1 and L2 alike; that is, one’s good or poor language skills in one language with
transfer into FL (Sparks, 1995). To recapitulate, “LCDH puts forward an idea that foreign
language learning is built on native language skills, that phonological/orthographic, syntactic
and semantic competences in the native language form the foundation for foreign language
learning (and FL aptitude).” (Nijakowska, 2010, pp. 68-69). Thus, one may apprehend that L1
weak-nesses, including dyslexia, impede the development of FL proficiency. Georgia and
Segklia (2017, p. 63) summarized the essence of this theory in the following points:
A) Skills in L1 can form the basis for learning a foreign language.
B) The ability to learn L1 and L2 depends on some basic language learning mechanisms.
C) Acquiring basic skills in L1 has an impact on learning L2.
D) When there are problems with a language component, there will be problems in learning
both languages.
E) Learning problems in L1 will result in low competence in L2.

1.2.5. Dyslexia and Writing Problems
The amount of litreature and research work on dyslexia gave much focus on reading
skill on the expence of the writing one, this is extremely unfortunate, espesically that dyslexics
writing

problems

often

pursue

even

after

their

impaired

reading improves or gets compensated(Berninger, 2006). As a matter of fact, adults with
dyslexia say that writing, not reading, that causes most troubles for them(Burden, 2005;
Mortimore &Crozier, 2006). Writing is more complex skill because it involves production as
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well as processing of print. Thus, poor writing proficeny can be an obstacle for pursue
eductaional requirment (Arfe, Dockrell, & Berninger, 2014). Traditionlly, as it is the case in
the Algearian context, assessment of learnes at more advence levels is weighted profoundly
on students’ written responses. Consequently, the poor quality of dyslexics’ pieces of
writings would automatically influence their markings (Farmer, Riddick, & Sterling, 2002).
Indeed, Richardson and Wydell (2003) have reported that, in exams, students with dyslexia
score lower levels of success than their peers. It is worth mentioning that the greater part of the
research on writing and dyslexia has been directed to adults more than it for children, because
the writing skill is more cognitively demanding and it is more complex for chliden to proform
(Arfe, Dockrell, & Berninger, 2014).
Considerable amount of dyslexia’s literature asserted that the phonological facets of
reading and spelling are the responsible for this syndrome. More recently, research studies
started to give attention for the role that orthography and phonology play in difficulty with
learning (Berninger et al., 2008), because dyslexics’ deficit is related to their poor
phonological processing in both directions, that is, in coding phonological information in
memory, and in converting these phonological information into orthographic codes (written
words) (Berninger et al., 2008). Apparently then, dyslexics’ impaired writing draw from their
poor reading and spelling skills.

1.2.5.1. Beyond Reading
It is widely recognized that reading and writing are closely related. Actually, reading can
be a central skill for a writer (Juel, 1988). But ironically, it seems that in order for dyslexic to
develop their writing they will need to relay on reading, because studies have shown that a
strong connection between writing skill and reading comprehension increases as early as the
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primary school years (Juel, 1988). Reading and wrinting skills appear to share the same
underlying cognitive and linguistic prossesses as far as the phonological and orthographic
knowledge are concerned (Berninger et al.,2002). Hence, dyslexic problem with word
recognition in reading may have an impact on developing vocabulary growth and spelling in
writing skills, which will lead to a delayed writing profile.
At first glance, reading and writings skills seem to be strongly correlated and indivisible,
but in fact, these two skills are separated processes that interrelate differently at different
developmental levels (Shanahan, 2006). As a matter of fact, it is estimated that no more than
50% of the variance in writing skill reported any point of development is linked to the reading
skill (Shanahan, 2006). Therefore, it is reasonable to conclude that dyslexics’ reading and
comprehension problems may partial influence their writing development as far as spelling is
concerned. In this respect, Connelly et al. (2006) have studied the writing proficiency of highachieving dyslexic university students compared with age-match group without dyslexia in
essay writing. They recorded that concerning essay organization and coherence, there were no
difference between the two groups. However, dyslexic group produced more spelling errors
that are typically associated with dyslexia.

1.2.5.2. Spelling
So far, it has been shown that spelling can be the major factor in dyslexics’ impaired
writing as Arfe, Dockrell, and Berninger (2014) agree “A major difficulty that children with
dyslexia have when beginning to learn to write is learning to spell.” (p.191) because of their
poor phonological skill, their orthographic competence will be affected (Fayol, Zorman, &
Lete, 2009). In other words, they will find it difficult to associate and store representations of
word specific spelling units (Olson, Wise, Johnson, & Ring, 1997). This is particularly true in
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opaque languages such as the English language where spellings are often inconsistent
(Spencer, 2001). In transparent languages such as Arabic, Abu-Rabia and Taha (2006; 2004)
found that phonological errors were the prominent areas of challenge to students developing
spelling skills in Arabic. Even when dyslexics repair their reading difficulty, their difficulty
with spelling persist, research findings such as of (Connelly et al., 2006; Sterling et al., 1998)
confirm that adult essays contained more spelling errors than their age-match peers. Therefore,
spelling in writing can be a key indicator of dyslexia in children as well as in adults (Berninger
et al., 2008).

1.2.5.3. Vocabulary Choice
Another area that spelling can affect in writing is the choice of vocabulary, Berninger et
al (2008) declared that “Many participants in our research studies lament that they cannot
write compositions that express their ideas without limiting those ideas to the words they think
they can spell without embarrassment.” (p.17). Similarly, Wengelin (2007) found that Swedish
adults with dyslexia, unlike in their spoken language, produced less lexical diversity in their
written language when compared to their peers. In like manner, Sterling et al. (1998)
investigated the vocabulary choice made by university students with and without dyslexia,
more particularly; they focused on the syllable length in their words. Their results revealed
that students with dyslexia avoid using words containing three-syllables and they had the
tendency to use as much words with one-syllable in a free writing task. In contrast, their agematched peers used more vocabulary that consists up to three syllables and longer. By way of
contrast, Connelly et al. (2006) replaced the free writing task with more difficult and complex
writing task addressed to university students with and without dyslexia. After comparing the
pieces of writing produced by both groups, there was no difference in lexical variety between
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the two samples. Hence, one may induce from these studies that the vocabulary choice and
lexical diversity of students with dyslexia in writing may depend on the nature of the task;
when given easier writing activities individuals with dyslexia may opt for words easier to
spell, but when asked to complete more difficult task, they will stand for the task’s vocabulary
necessities (Arfe, Dockrell, and Berninger, 2014). This contradictory finding rise questions
about the validity of the assumption of the effect of spelling on the constrines of vocabulary
choice by people with dyslexia.

1.2.5.4. Handwriting Speed
Another factor that can contribute to writing difficulty in individuals with dyslexia is
handwriting skill. Writing lengthy compositions with good quality depends vitally on the
speed of handwriting skill in typical children and even adults (Connelly, Dockrell & Barnett,
2005). While there are studies that reported that dyslexics have slower handwriting (Sovik&
Arntzen, 1986; Sovik, Arntzen, & Thygesen, 1987 cited in Arfe, Dockrell & Berninger, 2014),
others found no differences in handwriting speed between individual with dyslexia and their
age matched group (Martlew, 1992 cited in Arfe, Dockrell & Berninger, 2014). Due to the
different method used in different studies in measuring handwriting speed with samples with
dyslexia, it is normal to have mixed results concerning this issue (Arfe, Dockrell &
Berninger,2014). Actually, there is evidence that say, many but not all, individuals with
dyslexia have difficulty with tasks that requires speed in general (Katzir, Kim, Wolf, O’Brien,
Kennedy et al., 2006 cited in Arfe, Dockrell & Berninger, 2014). Therefore, Arfe, Dockrell,
and Berninger (2014) illustrated that: “The mixed picture regarding handwriting speed could
be explained by individual difference in speed of accessing letter like forms in memory and
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integrating those with hand movements to produce letters.” (p. 194), which indicates that poor
spelling ability, can hinder handwriting speed with learners that have dyslexia.
In this regard, Berninger et al. (2008) believe that: “Students with dyslexia do have a
problem in automatic letter writing and naming, which was related to impaired inhibition and
verbal fluency and may explain their spelling problems.” (p. 1), that is, spelling can be a
constructional factor for the slow of handwriting of people with dyslexia. As Arfe, Dockrell,
and Berninger(2014) explained: “If children with dyslexia are struggling with spelling, they
may show more pauses in writing to try and process the spellings of words. If so, then they
slow down the process of transcription, leading to slower writing than would be expected.”
(p.194). Apperantly then, the slow writing skill with childern or adults with dyslexia is not
slow in itself, but rather the poor spelling ability of dyslexics while writing leads them to
pause ,which would slow down the overall writng process (Arfe, Dockrell & Berninger,2014).

1.2.6. Identifying Dyslexic through Their Writing Problems
Dyslexia affects writing much or less the same way it affects reading , therefore,
teachers should know how to indentify learners form their writing, since the latter is a key
component in the process of the evaluation(Farmer, Riddick, & Sterling, 2002). In this respect,
Goodwin and Thomson (2006) addressed tutors about identify their dyslexics students from
their writing skill saying:
You may be puzzled by a student who is articulate and fluent verbally,
demonstrating ability to understand concepts and ideas, yet is unable to
present the same material on paper.The writing may be disjointed, as if the
very ideas have become muddled. The sequencing may be less clear, the
vocabulary more restricted. The spelling of individual words may show
letter reversals or additions, while some words may be missing all together.
(p.61)
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Ranaldi (2003) listed most of thes signls that were mentioned in the quote and
above , which can be summerized as following:
• poor standard of written work compared to oral ability;
• poor handwriting with badly formed letters;
• good handwriting, but production of work is extremely slow;
• badly set out work with spellings crossed out several times;
• words spelled differently in one piece of work;
• difficulty with punctuation and grammar;
• confusion of upper- and lower-case letters;
• writing a great deal but ‘loses the thread’;
• writing very little but to the point;
• difficulty in taking notes in lessons;
• difficulty in organising work and personal timetable (p. 15) .
In an attempt to provide more insights about writing problems with learners with
dyslexia, the following table is design to help teachers in particular to have a more
general idea about these signles.
Table 3
Identifying Dyslexia Through Their Writing
Explaination

You may notice

Handwrinting:
May be physically taxing, taking so much
-the piece of writing be not joined up;
concentration to form the letters that the
- contain upper-case letters;
thought gets lost.
-Look very untidy with uneven spacing or
letters of unequal size.
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Spelling:
-you may notice a lot of spelling mistakes
Emberssment from making spelling
that make the work hard to decipher and
mistakes, difficulty transcripting
to be understood.
sounds into their corespending
- Vocabulary may be restricted to words more
sounds
easily spelt.

Written work:
-incomplete sentences
-too many ideas in one sentence
-poor selection between less and more important

Slow retrieval of the right words, so the

points.

train of thought is lost.

- Random punctuation,
- Ineffective proofreading.

Not-taking:
-Any notes you see may be patchy, with main
points not identified.

Effort of copying from a board or taking

-Students say they find it very hard to listen and

notes from a speaker detracts from

write simultaneously and sometimes can’t read

comprehension.

their own notes

Note. Adapted from (Goodwin &Thomson ,2006. P, 62)
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1.2.7. Dyslexia and Writing Problems in English Language as Foreign
Language
In English, the studies of the dyslexic profile have been widely investigated. But again,
the number of pieces of research about writing problems with individuals with dyslexia did not
get much interest as it is for the reading skill. Snowling, Goulandris, and Defty (1996)
scrutinized the developmental of literacy skill among dyslexic and their age-match group. As
far as spelling errors are concerned, they outlined three types of categories: phonetic errors,
semiphonetic errors and dysphonetic errors (Snowling, Goulandris & Defty ,1996 cited in
Abu-Rabia, Sammour ,2013). First, the phonetic errors are the result of impaired ability to link
between the letter-sound correspondences (e.g. cigarette-sigaret). Second, semiphonetic errors
are represented in single phoneme error, be it omission, addition of one phoneme or
substitution of a phoneme with a similar one. Third, dysphonetic errors refer to all the types of
errors where the sound structure fails to represent the words properly (e.g. million-miyel).
(Snowling, Goulandris & Defty ,1996 cited in Abu-Rabia, Sammour ,2013). According to
their results, dysphonetic errors are the prominent spelling errors among dyslexic children
(Snowling, Goulandris & Defty ,1996 cited in Abu-Rabia, Sammour ,2013).
In their study, Abu-Rabia, Sammour (2013) examined the spelling errors among regular
and dyslexic students in Arabic as L1and English as FL. The summery of their finding
concerning spelling errors in English as FL comes as follows (p.66):


substitution between letters that are phonologically similar;



substitution between letters or digraphs that may represent the same phoneme;



omission of letters from vowel and consonant doublets or digraphs;



poor knowledge of writing conventions;



Omission of vowels and silent letters.
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They explained that, on the one hand, most of these elements did not exist in Arabic
which makes them difficult for Arab learners. On the other hand, they claim that there are
other errors that appear to be a result of influence of Arabic writing system (e.g. vowel
omission and confusing between p/b) (Abu-Rabia & Sammour, 2013). They also concluded
that most of errors in English language were semiphonetic in nature, because that most of the
misspellings in one phoneme occur when the phoneme preserved the main phonologicalorthographic chunk of the word (Abu-Rabia & Sammour, 2013).
As a result, one can conclude that some problems are specific to the type of script and
the nature of the writing system. Whereas, some types of errors in FL can be to some extent
influenced by the nature of the first language.

1.2.8. Teachers’ Awareness of Dyslexia in Foreign Language
In their first study, Sparks and Ganschow (1996), speculated that FL teachers would
perceive some students as having lower motivation, poorer attitudes, and/or higher levels of
anxiety if they demonstrated weaker language learning skills than their peers (Sparks et al.,
2004), would lead them to have false assumption about learners who suffer from dyslexia. In
the replication of this study, (Sparks et al., 2004) investigated the connection between foreign
language teachers’ perceptions of students’ affective characteristics and proficiency (i.e.
attitude, motivation, anxiety). The findings revealed that as far as affective characteristics
were concerned, FL teachers did not recognize low proficient learners that were grouped by
native language. However, they managed to recognize low proficient learners when they
grouped by foreign language proficiency and foreign language aptitude. Thus, FL teachers are
most likely to have a biased perception that low foreign language proficiency, such as the case
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of dyslexia, is caused by the aforementioned affective variables and not due to general lower
levels of language skills, so Sparks et al. (2004) recommended that
… Foreign language teachers should be aware that their perceptions of
students whom they perceive as having, for example, lower motivation,
higher anxiety, or less positive attitudes, may be students who have
weaker language learning skills than students whom they perceive as
having more positive affective characteristics. (p. 276)

Additionally, Sparks et al. (2004) assumed that foreign language teachers tend to
evaluate their students’ proficiency in FL depending on their speaking skills Thus, it can have
a negative impact on teachers’ identification of students with dyslexia, because they are said to
have better oral skills than writing ones. Moreover, they reported that FL teachers appear to be
able to distinguish good from their poor foreign language learners. In such fashion, foreign
language teachers are advised to take actions when they suspect that a student can be at risk of
dyslexia or any learning difficulty with FL by making the appropriate classroom interventions
that target primarily students’ language skills.
To sum up, foreign language teachers should not perceive poor foreign language
learners as having low motivation, high anxiety or poor attitude towards FL learning. Instead
they should take into account students learning skills in general (i.e. in both native language
and foreign language), because they found that students who were classified by their teachers
to have high anxiety, low motivation or poor attitude in their learning for FL actually have
significantly lower native language skills.
According to Baroness Mary Warnock (1978) it is the role and the responsibility of
the teacher to notice his or her students’ problems and identify them, because it plays a vital
role in the process of their assessment; therefore, they need to be observent of what their
students can and cannot do, and then provide the required help (Came & Reid, 2007 cited in
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Reid, 2011). For this resean, she hypothesise a case scenario of a child or a leaner who is
suffering from imapired ability to learn in comparisin to his or her peers, in such situation,
this child will be furstrated as they fall to catch up with the school and academic requirments
,which eventually will make from going to school a misry (Reid, 2011). Therefore, she places
a heavy emphisis on importance of teacher duties in assessing and identificating such leaners
and take action as early as possible to prevent the sprial of failure that is most frequently
associated with school preformance towards learning disabled students (Reid, 2011).

Conclusion
For a long time, a lot of research works concerning dyslexia have been limited only to the
difficulties that English dyslexic speakers suffer from. More recently, an increase interest from
different scholars and researchers about dyslexia opened the gate for cross-linguistic studies
that investigated the profile of dyslexia across languages. The findings of these studies
confirmed that

the phonological processing deficit is a universal problem in dyslexia and

causes literacy problems. However, dyslexia did not display the same image in all languages,
thus these studies revealed that nature of orthographical system of the language to be another
important variable that determines how dyslexia manifests itself. Since that learning more than
one language became a trend in many countries around the world, the research scope of
dyslexia expanded to include the way this syndrome can affect learning a foreign language.
The results demonstrated that the dyslexics’ impaired skills in L1 will transfer to L2; in
addition to that, the nature of L2 orthography system has a role to play as well. Consequently,
teachers of foreign languages have to change their attitude towards learners with difficulties in
literacy skills as low motivated or carless students. Instead, they need to examine carefully any
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potential of dyslexia. They need to bear on mind all these evidences in order to identify and
help students with dyslexia.
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Chapter Two: Fieldwork
Introduction
This research paper attempted to examine teachers’ awareness about dyslexia and how
they can recognize any potential risk of it through their students’ writings. Thus, after
reviewing the existing literature, this chapter represents the practical part of this study; it
explains the choice of research methodology used in order to investigate this issue, together
with the research tools, target population and sample selection. Besides, it presents the
description and the administration of research questionnaires and interviews. Finally, the last
section offers a detailed analysis, interpretation, and discussion of the results obtained.

2.1. The Choice of Methodology
In fact, the underlying means of inquiry chosen to carry out this study drives from the
nature of the research under investigation, that is, since this study makes from the exploring
the awareness, assumptions, beliefs and knowledge of teachers about dyslexia as its ultimate
objective, the descriptive method is seen as the best approach that meets with the quality and
type of this topic. As tool for data collection, questionnaire and interview have been chosen
because on the one hand, questionnaire would enable us to testify teachers’ ability to
recognize dyslexic learners from their writing problems. On the other hand, interviewing
experts in the field would give more trustworthy information about this learning disability in
Algerian and Oum El Bouaghi community.
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2.2. Population and Sampling
In order to address this topic properly the choice of the target population has to be
adequate and accurate. Therefore, the target population of this study is English teachers of
secondary schools at Oum El Bouaghi district during the academic year 2018/2019. The
present research addresses as well experts (speech therapists) in the field that own clinics in
Oum El Bouaghi.
Since dyslexia is basically a language-based disorder which transfers from first language
to foreign one, thus, the choice of English language teachers come to meet with this fact. In
addition, the choice of secondary school teachers meets the requirements of this research as
well. In view of the fact that this research focuses on the writing problems of dyslexic students
in particular; in return these students have to be at the academic level that would allow them to
produce at least short pieces of writings. Thus, students at high schools are said to be more
advance learners that can write compositions in English. Accordingly, teachers will have
available sources of students’ writings materials (test, exam, homework or copybook) which
would make them constantly encounter vivid samples of their students’ writings. Under such
circumstances, teachers are said to have good opportunities to examine and detected any
potential risk of dyslexia.
There are around 29 secondary schools in Oum El bouaghi district with estimated
number of 100 teachers (see Marrouche, 2006), Accordingly, the whole population can be less
or more than 100 teachers. At first, the target sample of EFL teachers of secondary schools in
Oum El Bouaghi was estimated to be up to more than 30 teachers in Oum el Bouaghi distracts.
As matter of fact, this research attempted to address as much EFL teachers as possible, but due
to some issues that the country is going through, poor feedback received, others producers
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have been adopted to compensate the study limitations. Nevertheless, this research did not
manage to collect more than 27 EFL teachers to represent the teachers’ sample of the study. It
is worth mentioning that the choice of teachers’ sample was random and depended of course
on geographical and time constraints,

2.3. Tools of Research
2.3.1. Teachers’ Questionnaire
In the framework of this study, questionnaire has been devised for English secondary
school teachers. Before the questionnaire design reached its final version, it was pilot- tested
with the help of three volunteers. Their insights and comments helped in rewording and
modification of some items (for example: some questions were dropped out, such as teacher’s
gender, and others were added like Q8, Q9 and Q10 Q10 (cf. Appendix A). Some options
have been adjusted give like statement 3, 9, 5 and 11 in Likert scale and options in Q7).
Questionnaire was the most suitable research tool for such kind of topics; as a matter of fact,
questionnaire helped in gathering information about teachers’ awareness of dyslexia without
putting them in embarrassing situations, besides participants had the chance to take
questionnaires with them home and take their time to answer thoughtfully.

2.3.1.1. Description of the Questionnaire
Items of the questionnaire have been designed to meet the research questions. The
questionnaire has also been designed to measure the degree to which secondary school
teachers are aware of dyslexia and how can they recognize it from their writing. The items are
original, and have been created to provide straightforward, appropriate, and precise answers.
The questionnaires (see appendix A) consist up to more than 19 questions of different forms
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(close-ended, open-ended, multiple-choice, and Likert scale questions). They are grouped into
five sections.

Section One: Background Information (Q1_Q5)
This section is made up of five (5) multiple choice and close-ended questions. It is
aimed at obtaining general information about the respondents, namely their age (Q1), years of
teaching (Q2), academic qualification (Q3), teaching training (Q4) and input about dyslexia
(Q5).

Section Two: Teaching Experience (Q6_Q14)
This section consists of nine (9) multiple choice, close-ended and open-ended questions.
it is intended to investigate teachers' experience in identifying hidden signs of dyslexia in
indirect way, whereby reference is made to several points: (Q6) aims at shedding light on the
difficult skills that learners struggle with in learning a language, whether students make
spelling mistakes and their corresponding level (Q7- Q8), if teachers have encountered
students with good skills but have poor spelling and how they deal with them (Q9 - Q10).
Moreover, (Q11) investigates teaches’ general consciousness about psychology of learning,
and whether teachers ever suspected that students’ impaired language skill could be due to a
learning disability(Q12). In addition to that, (Q13) was added to reveal teacher’s real
knowledge of learning disabilities in general. Finally, (Q14) has been proposed to ask if
teachers have any experience in teaching learners with a learning disability.

Section Three: Dyslexia Awareness (Q15_Q19)
This part of the questionnaire represents the essence of this research; it was essentially
designed to measure teachers’ awareness of dyslexia in general. It encompasses of five (4)
close-ended and open-ended questions. Principally, (Q15) was a direct question on whether
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teachers had a prior knowledge of dyslexia or not, (Q16) was meant to ask them to state what
they know about this syndrome, (Q17) was aimed to report if they believe that dyslexia exist
or not, and (Q18) checked if teachers suspect that there is any student in their class who might
have a potential risk of dyslexia. At last, (Q19) asks English teachers whether they know how
to differentiate between sign of dyslexia and language transfer in their students’ pieces of
writings.

Section Four: Dyslexics’ Writing Problem
The last section put into practice teacher’s awareness of signs of dyslexia in their
students writing. The questions were designed in a Likert scale of five (5) columns (strongly
agree, agree, neutral, disagree, strongly disagree) and fifteen (15) lines that encompasses
statements which include possible signs of dyslexia in writing skill.

Section Five: Further Suggestions
The last question gave the chance for teachers to add any comments or further
suggestions concerning the topic.

2.3.1.2. Administration of the Questionnaires
The administration of the questionnaire was made in two ways. At first, questionnaires
were distributed by hand to teachers in their respective schools, but due some issues that our
country encountered, short of time and the poor feedback received, an alternative solution was
provided by designing an electronic version using “Google Drive” that was published in
different groups on social media. Unfortunately, the feedback was again strictly insufficient to
meet with the methodological properties, which urged the researcher to take action to
compensate the gap. Consequently, questionnaire was handed again to secondary school
teachers hoping to gather more respondents to the questionnaire.
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2.3.1.3. Analysis and Interpretation of English Teachers’ Questionnaire
Section One: Background Information
Q1. Age:
1- 22 – 25 years

3- 35 – 45 years

2- 26 – 35 years

4- More than 45 years
3,7% 3,7%
37%

22 – 25 years
26 – 35 years

55,6%

35 – 45 years

More than 45 years

Figure4. English teacher’s age.
This question intends to explore teachers’ age, the figure04 above shows that more than
the half of English teachers’ sample (55,6%) have from 26 to 35 years old. (37%) of them
have age that range from 22to 25 years old. Both teachers who have 35 to 45 years old and
more than 45 years old represent (3,7%) of the target population. It appears that most teachers
‘sample have a young age, which means that they have limited experience in teaching.
Q2. For how long have you taught?
1- 1 to 3 years
2- 3 to 5 years
3- 5 to 10 years
4- More than 10 years
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11,1%

11,1%

37%

1 to 3 years
3 to 5 years
5 to 10 years

40,7%

More than 10 years

Figure5.English teacher’s years of teaching.
As it is shown above, it appears that the experience of the majority of English teachers’
sample (40, 7%) is relatively limited with 3to 5 years, and (37%) for no more than 1 to 3
years. Moreover, only less than half of the whole sample have been teaching English at the
secondary schools from a considerable amount of time, 5 years 10 years for (11, 1%) of the
responses, and more than 10years with (11,1%). We conclude from these results that having
English teachers aware of dyslexia can be quite promising; especially that the great part of
them will most likely be in serves for long time.
Q3. What is the highest level of academic qualification that you attained?
1- License degree

3- Magister degree

2- Master degree

4- ENS

Please specify your grade: (e.g. teacher, teacher trainer…)

33,3%

License degree

66,7%

Master degree

Magister degre

Superior schoo

Figure6. English teachers’ professional degree.
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Results obtained from question 2, illustrated in Figure 06, shows that the majority of the
teachers (66,7%) have a Master degree and (33,3%) of them said that they graduated from the
Superior school. Thus, one may come into a conclusion that the whole English teachers’
samples have decent academic calcifications, which may indicate that these teachers have took
different courses that may cover many issues in FL teaching, probably learning disabilities and
dyslexia are one of them.
Please specify your grade: (e.g. teacher, teacher trainer…)
70.00%
60.00%
50.00%
40.00%

30.00%
20.00%
10.00%
0.00%
Regular Teacher

Teacher Trainer

Principal Teacher

Formational
Teacher

Figure7. English teacher’s grade.
When teachers were asked to specify their Grades, more than 64% replied that they only
work as regular teachers and 10% of them as a trainer teacher. Only less than quarter of the
target population (18, 5%) occupies important position as principal teachers and (3, 7%) of
them work as a formational teacher.
Q 4. Have you received any special-needs education training, whether pre-service or inservice?
a- Yes
b- No
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3,7%

Yes

No

96,3%

Figure8. English teacher’s educational training.
From the data obtained above, it is evident that the greater part of English teachers
(96,3%) did not receive any educational training concerning special educational needs of
learners, against (3.7%) of them who did. This raises crucial questions on the role that the
concerned authorities play in this regard; especially that it is well known that they have regular
seminars with inspectors throughout the year.
If yes, please specify:
The only subject that has responded to this question specified a period of 2 mouths for
educational training, which sounds as a sufficient time to be acknowledged about learning
disabilities including dyslexia. Unfortunately, she did not specify if it was pre -serve training
or in- service training.
Q 5. Did you receive any input about dyslexia, whether pre-service or in-service?
a- Yes

b- No

20%

Yes
No

80%

Figure 9. Dyslexia input.
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It is clearly illustrated in the figure 09 above that the majority of English teachers (80%)
did not receive any input on dyslexia. Merely 20% of the responses went for the yes option
that reflects that they received input about dyslexia. Apparently, the Algerian educational
system gives little importance to this category of learners.

Section Two: Teacher Experience
Q.6. Put in order the sequence of the difficult skills that your pupils have problems with in
learning English as a foreign language?
a- Listening

c- Reading

b- Speaking

d- Writing

Table 4
Order of Difficulty of Skills in Learning English as a Foreign Language.

Options
Ottions
Reading

Writing

Speaking

Listening

Number

Percentage

1
2
3
4

4
10
6
7

14.18%
37.03%
22.22%

1
2
3
4

9
7
7
4

33.33%
25.92%
25.92%

1
2
3
4

6
7
11
3

22.22%
25.92%
40.74%

1
2
3
4

7
1
4
14

25.92%
3.7%
14.81%
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25.92%

14.81%

11.11%

51.85%

The aim of this question was to shed light on the skills that learners suffer from while
learning English language, this can be closely related to the areas that dyslexic learners have
problem with. The table (4) above shows that most English teachers went for writing as the
most difficult skill to learn with (33,33%). Surprisingly, listening was just in the next corner
with (25,92%) followed by speaking (22,22%) and then reading (14,18%). However, the next
skill in the hierarchy of difficulty went for reading (37,03%). While speaking has earned the
third position (40,74%), listening was ranked in the fourth position (51,85%). It is clear that
teachers have different opinions about the difficult skills that their pupils have in learning
English as a foreign language.
Please Justify:
When English teachers have been asked to justify their order, most of them provided
some interesting arguments such as the following:
“Because writing is a complex skill, reading require a lot of sub-skills. Speaking
because it is a new language and listening because they are exposed to language in different
settings.”
“They are not used to listen to English, then they don't develop the ability to speak.
writing is directly related to sentence structure which they don't know what is it since they
don't read.”
“Students usually have problems with the writing skill because producing a piece of
writing integrates all the other skills.”
“Speaking comes first because pupils do not know how to express themselves very well.
Then reading because they do not understand or spell words which would lead them to have
problems in writing. finally listening.”
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To put it all together, the majority of the responses explained that the productive skills
(writing and speaking) are more difficult then respective skills (reading and listening). Some
augured that speaking can demand more mental effort than the writing skill since it is instant
and is usually accompanied anxiety and stress, especially in front of peers. Others explained
that listening can be a quite difficult skill because it is a new and unfamiliar language that
learners are not used to hear.
Q.7. Do your students make a lot of spelling mistakes in writing?
a- Yes

b- No
3,7%

Yes
No

96,3%

Figure10. Students’ spelling mistakes in writing.
According to the participants’ responses, (96,3%) of the teachers said that their pupils
indeed make a lot of spelling mistakes; against (3.7%) who said their pupils don’t.
If yes, what do you think are the reasons behind that?
1-

Language interference

3-

2- Difficulty of the task

Lack of Mastery

4- Anxiety

Other reasons (optional)
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Figure11. Reasons behind students’ spelling mistakes.
The results recorded in the graphic (11) above represent English teachers’ assumptions
about the reasons behind their pupils spelling mistakes. The great proportion of English
teachers (85, 2%) rated their pupils’ spelling mistakes to be due to lack of mastery, while all of
anxiety, difficulty of the task and language interference receives equal percentages of (29,
6%). Since English is not their native language, lack of mastery can be quite convincing
argument. However, teachers provided other reasons for spelling mistakes namely, students do
not read, lack of concentration, speed of writing, lack of practice, low motivation, dysgraphia
and poor base formation.
Q.8. How can you describe these learners’ level?
a- Low achiever
b- Below average

c- Average
d- Good

3,7%
11,1%
33,3%

Low achiever
Below average

51,9%

Average
Good

Figure12. Description of learners’ level.
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As it can be noticed, more than half of the English teachers described those pupils’ level
as ‘average’ (51, 9%) and (33,3%) of them opted for ‘below average’. (11,1%) classified their
level as ‘good’ and only (3,7%) said that they are ‘low achievers’. This can illustrate that
spelling mistakes are not constraint on certain level; however, it can be more apparent in levels
with average level.
Q.9. Did you encounter students with good verbal skills but with poor spelling?
a- Yes
b-No

18,5%

Yes

81,5%

No

Figure13. Students with good verbal skill but with poor spelling skill.
This question was asked because it is known that dyslexic’s oral skills seem to be more
advance than their writing ones. Thus, this question has been proposed to estimate English
teacher’s attention concerning these details. It appears that (81,5%) of them come across with
pupils with good verbal skills and poor spelling, while (18.5%) reported that they did not.
If yes, how frequent was that?
a- Always
b- Sometimes
c- Rarely
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9,1%
22,7%
Always

Sometimes

68,2%

Rarely

Figure14. Frequency of encountering students with good verbal skills but with poor spelling.
For those who have said yes, (68,2%) of them reported that the frequency that they
encountered pupils with good verbal skills and poor spelling was “sometimes”, (22,7%) said
“always” and only (9,1%) opted for” rarely”. It can be inferred that spelling is not easy skill to
learn, which in turn poses a major difficulty for all pupils and dyslexics in particular.
Q.10. Did you, by any chance come across a student that shows very good learning skills in
different areas except in spelling?
a- Yes

b- No

25,9%

Yes

74,1%

No

Figure15. Students with good learning skills except in spelling.
Similarly, this question focused on spelling because it causes the major difficulty for
dyslexic learners. Apparently, good deal of English teachers (74,1%) has encountered pupils
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with good leaning skills except in spelling, which may indicate that they have encountered
potential risk of dyslexia. However, (25,9%) of the teachers said they did not.
If yes, a say how frequent was that?
a- Always

b- Sometimes

c- Rarely

4,8%
42,9%
Always

52,4%

Sometimes
Rarely

Figure16. Frequency of encountering students with good learning skills except in spelling.
In order to estimate any potential risk of dyslexia, English teachers have been asked in
this question to rate the frequency that they come across learners that demonstrate good
learning skills except in spelling. More than half of them with percentage of (52,4%) said
“sometimes”. and only (4,8%) opted for “always”. Dyslexia is estimated to effect one in ten
people. Thus, one might predicate that English teachers might stumble upon potential risk of
dyslexia since that (42,9%) of them said that they “rarely” come across learners with such
characteristics.
b, How did you deal with him or her?
In this question, English teachers provided some of the techniques that they used with
the above-mentioned pupils. Majority of them (51,85 %) claim that they treat them in a special
way whereby they try to raise his/her self-esteem through encouraging them to practice more
and highlight their problems in private. Great deal of them (44,44 %) stated that they advice
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them to read or give them extensive phonetic explanations. One participant said: “I ask them
to go to the board and write date and important titles of the lesson.”
All in all, it seems that English teachers have some knowledge on how to deal with this
type of learners.
Q.11. How would you rate your knowledge about the psychology of learning?
a- Considerable

c- Limited

b- Adequate

d- Poor
3,7%

14,8%

11,1%
Considerable
Adequate
Limited

70,4%

Poor

Figure17. English teacher’s knowledge about the psychology of learning
It is denoted from the figure (17) above, (70,4%) of the participants have “adequate
knowledge of the psychology of learning”, and (14,8%) described their knowledge as
“limited”. Additionally, (11,1%) of the English teachers claim that they have “considerable”
awareness of the psychology of learning. Only one teacher said that he/she has “poor”
familiarity with psychology of learning. Having adequate knowledge about the psychology of
learning has a crucial role in understanding and dealing with pupils that have dyslexia.
Q.12. Have you ever considered that your students’ impaired reading and writing can be due
to a learning disability?
a- Yes
b-No
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22,2%

Yes
No

77,8%

Figure18. English teachers that consider learning disabilities to be behind their pupils’
impaired reading and writing.
In this question, English teachers have been directly asked whether they have ever
considered that their pupils’ impaired reading and writing can be due to a learning disability.
The majority of them (77,8%) maintained that they did, while only (22,2%) stated admitted
they did not. This could entail that great deal of teachers has indeed encountered pupils that
might have potential risk dyslexia. The results obtained from this question confirms the
pervious predication about teachers encountering potential risk of dyslexia, especially that
dyslexia is defined as a learning disability that affects one’s ability to read and write.
If yes, how frequent was that?
a- Always

b- Sometimes

24%

c- Rarely

8%

Always
Sometimes

68%

Rarely

Figure19. Frequency that English teachers considered learning disabilities to be behind their
pupils’ impaired reading and writing.
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English teachers that have said yes, (68%) of them stated that they “sometimes” suspect
that their pupils impaired reading and writing to be due to a learning disability. (24%) of them
said “rarely” and only (8%) claimed that they “always” face these types of pupils.
Accordingly, this may indicate the possibility of having dyslexics in these high schools.
Q.13. List the different learning disabilities that you know:
The aim of this question was to reveal the factual consciousness of English teachers
about learning disabilities. Besides, dyslexia sometimes co-exists with other learning
disabilities in myriads of cases. English teachers’ responses in this regard were quite
disappointing. Only 22 out of 27 teachers were able to answer this question. Unfortunately,
only 8 teachers of those 22 were able to state some learning disabilities namely Dysgraphia,
ADHD and ADD (attention deficit hyperactivity disorder/ attention deficit disorder),
Dyscalculia, APD (auditory processing disorder) and Memory disorder. However, some
teachers among the remaining 14 were able to refer to some of the previous mentioned
learning disabilities though they did not provide their technical terms, while others were
completely out of track. Some of their answers come as the following:
“Lack of concentration, lack of comprehension.”
“Difficulty in understanding, difficulty in writing certain words, confusing between c, s.”
“Anxiety, lack of concentration”
“Lack of attention from the surrounding environment of these learners, lack of
motivation”
“Technological one”
“Difficult in understanding, lack of desire to learn, overcrowded classrooms.”
According to the aforementioned responses, it is clear that many EFL teachers perceive
affective characteristics such as low motivation, poor attitude and anxiety as learning
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disabilities, which means that they need more education to be able to set apart learning
disabilities, including dyslexia, from affective characteristics.
Q14. How would you describe the amount of experience you have had with teaching pupils
with learning disabilities, if any?
a- Considerable

c- Limited

b- Average

d- None

22,2%

14,8%
22,2%

Considerable

Average
Limited

40,7%

None

Figure20. English teachers’ experience in teaching pupils with learning disabilities.

As it shown above, most teachers described their experience in teaching pupils with
learning disabilities as limited (40,7%), while teacher that described their experience as
average and none both had the same percentage of (22,2%). Only (14,8%) said that they have
considerable experience in teaching them. Apparently, those who were able to name different
learning disabilities are the ones that have more experience in teaching learners with dyslexia
more than the others.

Section Three: Dyslexia Awareness
Q.15. Did you have any prior knowledge about dyslexia?
a- Yes

b- No
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48,1%
51,9%

Yes
No

Figure21. English teachers’ prior knowledge of dyslexia.

The objective of this question was to see whether teachers had any prior knowledge of
dyslexia before they received this questionnaire or not. The results obtained from figure 21
clearly demonstrate that more than half of the target population (51,9%) stated they had prior
knowledge of dyslexia, this reject the assumption that postulate that teachers do not know
about dyslexia, which in return represent (48,1%) of the English teacher’s sample.
If yes, please say how you learned about it
a- Studied it at University

d- Acquaintance

b- Read about it

e- Others

c- Professional experience

Figure22. Sources from where English teachers knew about dyslexia
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Since more than the half of teachers claim that they had prior knowledge of dyslexia, so
it was of vital importance to investigate the sources from where they learn about it. 6 of them
said that knew about dyslexia from their professional experience. 5 of them said that they
studied about it at university, with similar number; teachers said that they read about it. Only 2
teachers state that they knew about dyslexia from their acquaintance. Some teachers provided
others sources such as internet.
Q.16. State what you know about dyslexia.
In this question, English teachers’ knowledge about dyslexia was put into investigation.
Hereby, teachers were asked to state what they know about dyslexia. (51,9%) of the teachers
responded to this question, while the 48,1 % of the them said that they have no slight idea
about this what is this syndrome. For those who attempted to define dyslexia, only few of
them provided very catching definitions such as the following:
“A specific learning disability that affects reading as writing. The severity can differ in
each individual but can affect reading fluency, decoding, reading comprehension, recall,
writing, spelling, and sometimes speech and can exist along with other related disorders.”
“Students who have dyslexia may read words in wrong order, write slowly, misspell
common words, confuse letters with similar shape like "p" and "q" and may also recognize a
word on one page but not on the next page.”
“Dyslexia is a learning disability that affects one's reading due to problems in sound
perception, which may be observed in one's spelling, and forgetfulness of letters.”
It is clearly seen from these answers that one can say that these teachers do indeed
know about dyslexia, unlike the rest of them that did not provide new things from the ones that
are already mentioned in the questionnaire.
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Q.17. Do you think that dyslexia is a myth?
a- Yes

b- No

14,8%
Yes

No

85,2%

Figure23. English teachers that consider dyslexia as a myth
With the increasing debate that classifies dyslexia as a myth, it was important to check
English teachers’ opinion in this regard. Besides, this question reveals if English teachers do
believe that dyslexia exists or not. As it is clearly illustrated above, (85,2%) of them declared
that dyslexia exists, while only (14,8%) proclaimed it as a myth.
Q.18. Are there pupils in your class that you considered might be dyslexic?
a- Yes

b-No

48,1%

51,9%

Yes
No

Figure24. Pupils that might be dyslexic.
The results obtained clearly demonstrate that (51,9%) English teachers assume that they
have pupils with a potential risk of dyslexia in their class; while (48,1%) announce that there
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are no pupils in their classes that might be dyslexics. which again confirms the prediction that
EFL teachers have encountered learners with dyslexia.
Q19. Do you know how to differentiate between signs of first language interference and
dyslexia in your pupils’ pieces of writing?
a- Yes

b-No

Yes

40,7%
59,3%

No

Figure25. English teacher that know how to differentiate between first language interference
and dyslexia.
The results show that (59,3%) of English teachers know how to differentiate between
sings of dyslexia and negative transfer in their pupils’ writings, which reject answers the last
research question. In contrast, (40.7%) of the teachers do not know how to do it.
If yes, state how
English teachers’ responses varied concerning how they differentiate between dyslexia
and negative transfer. The majority of them clarified that signs of dyslexia can be more
transparent while practicing reading and writing; whereas, negative transfer is when they
include words from Arabic, French or when they translate directly word for word. One
interesting answer worth mentioning made reference to grammar and spelling in how they can
differentiate between dyslexia and negative transfer
“I just know when they are good students and make silly spelling mistakes and I
certainly know that they do know it, so they are dyslexic. If it was a question of interference, I
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would find mistakes related to gender or singular or plural grammatical parameters. While
dyslexia is another thing, it is related to the word itself.”

Section Four: Dyslexics’ Writing Problems
Table 5
Examples of Dyslexics Problems in Writing.

Options
Ottions

Number

Percentage

SA
A
N
D
SD

2
8
3
10
4

7.4%
29.62%
11.11%
37.03%
14.81%

Dyslexic students
spell a given word in
several ways in one
piece of writing

SA
A
N
D
SD

11
12
4
0
0

40.74%
44.44%
14.81%
00%
00%

Having the right
letters in a word but in
the wrong order is a
sign of negative
transfer.

SA
A
N
D
SD

1
1
13
9
3

3.70%
3.70%
48.14%
33.33%
11.11%

Having the right
letters in a word but in
the wrong order is a
sign of dyslexia

SA
A
N
D
SD

4
13
4
5
1

14.81%
48.14%
14.81%
18.51%
3.7%

Confusing or reverse
letters in a word e.g.
b/d; b/p; f/t; n/v

SA
A
N
D
SD

8
13
2
4
0

29.62%
48.14%
7.40%
14.81%
00%

Pupils with difficulty
segmenting, blending
and manipulating
sounds in words
usually have dyslexia

SA
A
N
D
SD

4
5
14
4
0

14.81%
18.51%
51.85%
14.81%
00%

Confusing similar

SA

0

00%

Dyslexic students’
reading is much more
advanced than their
writing
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sounds in a word e.g.:
b/p , f/v ,s/c , s/x is a
sign of negative
transfer of language

A
N
D
SD

8
3
14
2

29.62%
11.11%
51.85%
7.4%

Confusing similar
sounds in a word e.g.:
b/p , f/v ,s/c , s/x is a
sign dyslexia

SA
A
N
D
SD

9
9
5
4
0

33.33%
33.33%
18.55%
14.81%
00%

Dyslexia causes
making the same
mistake despite
regular corrections.

SA
A
N
D
SD

10
10
1
6
0

37.03%
37.03%
3.7%
22.22%
00%

Writing words
backwards, e.g.:
was/saw, is a sign of
negative transfer of
language

SA
A
N
D
SD

0
1
4
11
11

0%
3.7%
14..81%
40.74%
40.74%

Writing words
backwards, e.g.:
was/saw, is a sign of
dyslexia

SA
A
N
D
SD

3
13
2
7
2

11.11%
48.14%
7.4%
25.92%
7.4%

Confusing words that
sound alike e.g.: right/
write.

SA
A
N
D
SD

3
12
6
5
1

11.11%
44.44%
22.22%
18.51%
3.7%

Dyslexia is a
disability specific to
the English Language.

SA
A
N
D
SD

1
0
1
5
20

3.7%
00%
3.7%
18.51%
74.07%

Dyslexics make more
mistakes than their
peers.

SA
A
N
D
SD

9
11
4
2
1

33.33%
10.74%
14.81%
7.4%
3.7%
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Dyslexic students
have low motivation,
high levels of anxiety
and poor foreign
language attitude.

SA
A
N
D
SD

8
8
4
5
2

29.62%
29.62%
14.85%
18.51%
7.4%

The results obtained from the table above show that English teachers have some
knowledge about how to recognize dyslexics from their writings. It is worth mentioning that
most statements are real signs of dyslexia, except of all statements concerning negative
transfer, English as dyslexic language. While the last sentence that holds that dyslexic students
have low motivation, high levels of anxiety and poor foreign language attitude was inspired
from Sparks and Ganschow (1996;2004), which in turn depend according to degree of severity
of dyslexia and the support attained for the surrounding environment.
As for the first statement, the majority of answers with the percentage of (37,03%)
disagreed that dyslexic’ reading can be much more advanced than their writing, similarly
(14,18%) of them said that they strongly disagree with the statement, which indicates that
acceptable amount of teachers are aware that dyslexia signs are not only limited to reading.
However, (29,62%) of answers went to agree and (11,11%) for neutral, which means that
teachers need to be educated more about dyslexia.
Great deal of teachers responses concerning the second statement that holds that
dyslexic students spell a given word in several ways in one piece of writing were strongly
agree with (40,74%) and agree with (44,44%) and only (14,81% )when for neutral, thus one
may conducted that the majority of teacher are aware of dyslexic poor spelling.
The next statement investigated if they can tell the difference between a proclaimed sign
of negative transfer and dyslexia, most answers went for neutral with (48,14%) and the next
big percentage went for disagree with (33,33%). Strongly disagree received (11.11%) of
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answers and very weak percentage were given to agree and strongly agree with (3,7%) per
each. However, when teachers were asked if having the right letters in a word but in the
wrong order is a sign of dyslexia nearly half of them with (48,14%) said that they strongly
agree. (14,81%) said that they agree and only (18,51%) chose disagree option. Hence, it can be
inferred that less than half the research sample were able to recognize that the difference
between dyslexia and negative transfer.
In the fifth statement reference has been made to difficulty with letters and sounds as it
is stated in the following statement: Confusing or reverse letters in a word e.g. b/d; b/p; f/t;
n/v. Again, great part of the target population opted for agree with (48,14%) and strongly
agree with (29,62%) and only (14.81%) said that they disagree. This indicates that more than
half of teachers are that dyslexics reverse letters in their writings.
The following statement was about whether pupils with difficulty segmenting, blending
and manipulating sounds in words usually have dyslexia, more than half of the teachers chose
neutral with (51,85% ), which leaves the last word to the next big percentage to agree with
(18,51%) and strongly agree with (14,81%), while (14,81%) of them were against the
expression. Again, this means that less than half of the target population is conscious about
dyslexic problems with processing sounds.
The next expression went back to letters and sounds confusing and marked it as a
negative transfer, but more than the half of teachers (51,85%) reported that they disagree with
the statement. In contrast, the next comment contained the same signs but made reference to
dyslexia, teachers’ responses changed to strongly agree and agree with similar percentage
(33,33%). Surprisingly, more than ½ of teacher’s sample were felicitous in their assumptions.
In the ensuing fact, most teachers emphasized that despite regular corrections dyslexics
keep making the same mistakes with a percentage of (37,03%) for both strongly agree and
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agree, whereas (22.22%) disapproved the idea. Thus, most of teachers are aware of dyslexics’
problems in writing.
The last statement devoted for negative transfer highlighted that writing words
backwards as a sign of first language interference, hereby most teacher’s disapproval the
statement and chose strongly disagree and disagree with similar percentage of (40, 75%). The
same sign has been substituted with dyslexia in the next expression, and what can be noticed
that nearly the half of the teachers (48,14%) opted for agree, (11,11%) for strongly agree and
(25,92%) chose disagree. Apparently, around quarter of teachers do not know how to
differentiate between dyslexia and negative transfer.
Again, reference have been made to confusing sounds, but instead of focusing on letters
this time reference has been made to a whole word, here teachers answers changed and opted
for agree with (44.44%), strongly agree with (11,11%) and disagree with (22,22%). It appears
that around two-quarters of English teachers understand dyslexics’ struggles with similar
sounds.
When teachers were asked if they consider dyslexia as a disability that is specific to the
English Language, more than around three-quarters of the target population protested that it is
wrong with (74,07%) and (18,51%) of them selected strongly disagree and disagree
respectively.
According to teachers replies to the following point, (33,33%) said that they strongly
agree, and (10,74%) said that they agree that dyslexics make more mistakes than their peers.
(14,8%) were neutral and (7,4%) disagreed with the statement, which means that less than half
of teachers know how to recognize dyslexics form non-dyslexics that might show similar
symptoms.
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Finally, it is clear that more than half of the teachers think that dyslexics have low
motivation, high levels of anxiety and poor foreign language attitude with similar percentage
(29,62%) repeated in both strongly agree and agree. (14,85%) of teachers were neutral and
(18,51%) and (7,4%) disagreed with the statement, which means more than half the teachers
assume that dyslexics have some emotional defects that hinder their ability to learn.
Surprisingly, the interpretation of these results entails that English teachers can to some
extent detects potential risk of dyslexia through the writing skill. Actually, the results cannot
be affirmative since in some questions the percentage of answers did not exceed 50%.

Section Five: Further Suggestions
Only little number of teachers afforded some additional remarks for the study, one of
them elucidated that learners with dyslexia need special care especially in their first years, and
the therapists should follow their progress throughout their educational career to make sure
that they are receiving the right help they need. Similarly, another teacher admitted that it is
difficult for teachers to deal and treat these cases especially in overcrowded classes, thus the
need for therapist’s consultation is inevitable.

2.3.1.4. Discussion of the Results
The analysis of the first section of the questionnaire has shown that the majority of
teachers have relatively limited experience in teaching English. Through that all of them have
a considerable academic qualification; approximately none of them have received any
educational training about special needs either before or after the serve, which raises concerns
about their preparation and fitness in dealing with learners who have dyslexia or any other
learning disability. The concerns were confirmed when the majority of them announce that
they did not receive any input of whatsoever about dyslexia. Consequently, one may speculate
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that if these teachers are to meet any potential risk of dyslexia they will fail in recognizing
them.
Moreover, the results obtained from the analysis of the second section revealed that the
majority of English teachers might have encountered potential risk of dyslexia without being
aware of it, because on the one hand, most questions that focused on major difficulty and
characteristics of dyslexic learners received decent amount of responses. On the other hand,
only few teachers managed to define dyslexia and show considerable knowledge of learning
disabilities in general.
Surprisingly, more than half of the teachers claimed that they had a prior knowledge of
dyslexia, but when they were asked to state what they know about it only few teachers were
able to give convincing answers, which indicate that the around half of teachers do not know
about dyslexia and those who knew about it seem to have very limited idea. Besides, majority
of teachers reported that they suspect that there are pupils who might have might be dyslexics
which support our claims. As far difference between dyslexia and negative transfer, most
teachers were felicitous in their answers.
The last section analysis revealed that most English teachers are able to some extent to
recognize dyslexics from their writing production. However, English teachers’ responses
varied relatively on some significant answers. Besides, on other statements the percentage of
their responses did not exceed 50%, which indicate that more than half of the teachers know
about dyslexia but their knowledge is restricted to certain areas only.
At first glance, one may assume that more than half of the English teachers’ sample
know and can recognize dyslexia, but deep analysis of data obtained say otherwise: (80%) of
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the target population stated clearly that they did not receive any input about dyslexia (see
Figure09). Though that (81,5%) of teachers said that they have adequate to considerable
knowledge of the psychology of learning (see Figure 17), only (29,62%) were able to name
some of the well-known learning disabilities.
More than half of the target population (51,9% )claimed that they have prior knowledge
of dyslexia, when they were asked about their sources; however, (42,9% ) expressed that they
knew about it from their experience in teaching, while it has been clearly shown that (77,7%)
of the teachers’ sample have been teaching for no more than 5 years (see Figure 05). Besides,
more than half of the whole target population (62,9%) according to figure20, maintained that
they have limited to none experience in teaching learners with learning disabilities.
Only 14 participants out of 27 attempted to define dyslexia, but less than half of them
succeeded in providing convincing answers. Others either were completely out of track or
mentioned what is already giving in the questionnaire or used the internet to offer one.
Although that most teachers showed that they are aware of dyslexic pupils’ difficulty with
spelling and sound processing, but less than half of the whole population sample (33,32%)
said that they agree that pupils with difficulty segmenting, blending and manipulating sounds
in words usually have dyslexia.
Unexpectedly, only around (44,07%) of English teachers agreed that dyslexic pupils
make more mistakes than their peers, which means that less than half of teachers know how to
recognize dyslexics for non-dyslexic pupils.
As a result of the previously mentioned issues, it is evident that EFL teachers’ of Oum
El Bouaghi have various levels of knowledge and attitude regarding dyslexia. Although more
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than the half of teachers’ sample claim that they know about dyslexia, it was clear from the
analysis of data obtained that most of them refuse to admit that they have little knowledge of
this disorder. It can be estimated, however, that more or less than quarter of target population
have acceptable knowledge about dyslexia.

2.3.2. Experts’ Interview
Interviewing experts in the domain came to reveal the current state of this disorder in
Algeria. Naturally, any learners with this disorder will first approach these experts seeking
help and treatments. In addition, these speech therapists can give valuable information about
the diagnoses, treatments and pieces of advice on how to detect and help learners with this
syndrome. Interviewing students has been implemented through recording the participants’
voice, using the voice-recording application on “Sony Experia” device.

2.3.2.1. Description of the Interview
The interview’s questions have been carefully selected to ensure maximum coverage of
the different aspects of the underlying research. Since the native language of the target
population is Arabic, the subjects have been addressed with simple and appropriate language
to achieve maximum understanding of the content. The interviewer starts with thanking the
interviewee for accepting to be questioned and introducing the purpose of the study. After that,
participants have been informed that their identity will be entirely anonymous, and is not
going to be mentioned in the research paper. The questions of the interview have been
designed on a determined taxonomy that allows the participant to explore the topic gradually.
The interview contains eleven open-ended and close-ended questions that take acceptable
amount of time to be answered. At first, the research intended to implement the structured
interview because questions have been previously designed to guarantee the smooth
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proceeding of the conversation, but while interviewing the participants the research was urged
to add some questions to meet the research requirements (see appendix B). The questions can
be grouped into 5 pairs.
The first two questions deal with the concept of dyslexia and how can teachers identify
it, where (Q1) asked them to define this disorder and (Q2) questioned about how can teachers
recognize learners with dyslexia, followed by 2 sub-questions that have been added to
investigate the symptoms that learners with dyslexia demonstrate on different levels and to
meet the research requirement. The next two questions focused on the writing skill of these
learners whereby (Q3) investigated how teachers can identify learners with dyslexia through
their writing skill, while (Q4) was about the difference between dyslexia and dysgraphia. (Q5)
and (Q6) were addressed to the therapists about the number of patients with this syndrome that
they often receive, their age, and about the strategies that use for helping them overcome their
disability respectively. (Q7) and (Q8) were devised for dyslexia and foreign language learning.
In (Q7) the question was about how dyslexia affects learning in additional language and how
can foreign language teachers recognize them, (Q8) explored whether the treatment program
of the therapists for dyslexia include foreign languages. In (Q9) the therapists were asked
about what do parents of these learners generally report about how their teachers treat them,
and (Q10) asked about the subjects’ opinion about the efforts that have been done by our
educational system and teachers for this category of learners. Finally, the last question (Q11)
was about what the therapists wish to recommend in this regard.

2.3.2.2. Administration of the Interview
Before the interviews took place, the participants have been first approached through
their pages on “Facebook”. Messages have been sent for each of clinics’ admin containing the
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theme and purpose of the study followed by asking them kindly for their approval to help in
participating in this research study. Three out of four participants responded positivity and
demonstrated a willingness to collaborate in accomplishing this work. Two of them provided
their phone number and working hours, after that the meetings have been scheduled each on a
different day, they have been held in their respective offices where serenity ensured maximum
clarity of the questions and good quality of recording as well. Unlike the third one that has
been interviewed via “messenger” because their location was far from reaching by the
researcher.

2.3.2.3. Data Analysis and Interpretation
Q1. How would you define Dyslexia?
What can be observed from participants’ responds to this question is that they did not
provide a straightforward and accurate definition to dyslexia, but rather they tended to define
dyslexia according to its causes and symptoms, where references have been given to genetic,
neurobiological and cognitive bases of this disorder. The interviewees explained that dyslexic
learners have problems in processing, storage and retention of sound information which leads
automatically into slow and poor reading. One of the interviewees gave a concert example of
neurological analysis that one of the patients has undergone (not dyslexic). But she elucidated
that in certain cases, a neurological analysis can be important for the diagnosis including
potential risk of dyslexia. In addition, they mentioned that dyslexia sometimes coexist with
some other disabilities such as lack of concentration (ADHD i.e. Attention Deficit
hyperactivity Disorder) poor memory and dysghraphia. The therapists confirmed that first
signs of dyslexia can be observed from early stages when children fail to respond and produce
properly speech sounds.
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Q2. a. How can teachers recognize Dyslexic students?
According to the subjects’ answers, teachers cannot recognize learners with this dyslexia
unless they have a prior knowledge about it. They illustrated that teacher generally tend to
diagnose learners with poor language skill as careless or lacking a solid base ground. One of
them implied that there are therapists working at the level of primary and middle schools, so if
any teacher suspected that any leaner is at risk of dyslexia or show delayed abilities in
comparison to their peers, s/he can send him or her to them for further diagnosis. However, all
of them specified that at the age of 8 years dyslexia’s signs starts to float into the surface,
whereby the learner starts to avoid reading and demonstrate poor spelling ability, with time
teacher can notice that the learner add, omit, replace and reverse letters while reading, take
longer time to learn and finish their tasks. Actually, one of the interviewees criticized the
automatic methodology used by teachers at primary school in teaching alphabets. She stated
that when dyslexic children are taught in such manner, they will tend to memorize by heart the
order and place of letters without truly absorbing the shape and sound of these letters, which in
turn can aggravate dyslexic children problems and make form identifying them difficult.
Since the interviewees focused solely on children, the interviewer added some questions
in order to meet the research requirements
b. Do all Dyslexics have the same symptoms?
Therapists acknowledge individual differences in learners with dyslexia, they clarified
that dyslexics differ in terms of personality, capacities and learning abilities. Besides, they
explained that the degree that dyslexia affects individuals differs from one to another, i.e.
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some may suffer from very severe problems, while others can have moderate degree of
dyslexia.
c. Do these symptoms differ according to their educational levels? If yes, how can teacher
recognize learners with this disorder at more advanced level?
“Of course, Dyslexia symptoms differ according to different educational levels”, this is
how participants reply to this question. They said that if learners with dyslexia did not receive
the right help from the very start, their deficits will prevail in more advanced levels. They
remarked that in most cases undiagnosed learners with dyslexia will most likely drop out
school because their academic performance fails to cope with the educational demands. As for
how can teachers identify them at more advanced level, they pointed out that teachers can
recognize learners with dyslexia if they pay attention to their achievement in tests and exams,
as well as their reading and spelling performance.
Q3. How can teachers recognize individuals with Dyslexia from their writing skill?
The therapists highlighted that reading and writing undergo similar cognitive processes
in decoding and encoding words into letters and letters into words, thus dyslexic’s impaired
reading will automatically affect their writing skills. Therapists illustrated that teachers can
recognize them from their bizarre spelling and note-taking, and from the consistency of their
spelling mistakes despite regular correction. One of them added that teachers can have a look
at their pupils’ copybook, if they find many spelling mistakes despite the fact that the learner
only copy the content down from the board then s/he can be at risk of dyslexia. Another one
elucidated that teacher should pay attention to their learners performance while dictating in
particular, she said that dyslexic pupils will tend to have slow handwriting, sometimes have
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bizarre spelling, confuse similar letters, and they most likely will ask their peers for their
copybooks to take them home so they can copy down everything again by the end of the task.
She explained again that because of their problem in processing letters and sounds, dyslexic
learners will need more time to complete the task and dictation will press on their weak points
leading them to perform badly. The last one mentioned that dyslexic will avoid any writing
activity especially on the board because they will fear that their problems will be exposed to
others.
Q4. What is the difference between Dyslexia and Dysgraphia?
Due to the close relationship between dyslexia and dysgraphia chiefly concerning the
writing skill, interviewees have been asked to clarify the difference between the two. They
admitted that differentiating between dyslexia and dysgraphia concerning the writing skill can
be very tricky, but they both can do the job in helping the teachers recognize disabled learners.
They also acknowledge that indeed in some cases learners can have both dyslexia and
dysgraphia. They defined the latter as a disorder that is mainly manifested in illegible
handwriting (cf. Figure27). Besides, all of them put heavy emphasis on the psychomotor
deficit as the main cause of dysgraphia, they explained that learners with bizarre handwriting
do not know how to grip the pen properly which makes from their writing production
unreadable. While dyslexia is a language disorder that affects one’s ability to process speech
sounds and language literacy skills. Dyslexia is mainly manifested in impaired abilities to
read, write and spell despite normal intelligence. To cut it short, dyslexic learners can have
problems in writing but have a good handwriting. In contrast, learners with dysgraphia can
respect the spelling rules but have illegible handwriting.
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Figure26. Examples of the 18 Years Old Student Handwriting Who Suffers from Dysgraphia
and Dyslexia (Arabic and French).
Q5. How often do you receive pupils with Dyslexia? (What about their age?)
Experts replied that they receive decent number of pupils with dyslexia throughout the
year. One of them specified that on certain occasions dyslexics pupils visit the clinic more
frequently especially at the beginning of educational year and during the period of tests and
exams. They estimated the number of dyslexic pupils that they receive between 5 to10
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individual. As for their age, they all went to confirm that their patients are all children with 14
years old as the maximum age range. Unpredictably, one of them reported that she received
one case of boy that has 18 years old and had both dyslexia and dysgraphia. It is worth
mentioning that she did not hide her surprise when he first approached her, she also confessed
that she demanded the presence of his mother first before that she commenced her treatment
with him. In addition, she expressed her resentment from teachers’ neglection to his situation.
She went further and said: “…if not for his fear from failing the baccalaureate exam and from
losing necessary points for spelling mistakes and peculiar handwriting, he would not have
approached me.” Moreover, she said that he was at risk of repeating many times during his
educational career, emphasizing that he suffered a lot to mange reaching this level.
Q. 6. What are the strategies you use to help these pupils? Can teachers implement
them?
Apparently, the multi-sensory teaching seems to be the best systematic method that help
dyslexics learner to build up associations between speech sounds and their representations in
writing. All therapists affirm that they use different techniques that stimulate their patient
senses. Most of their techniques contain different colors and pictures. Dough and send are also
used by dyslexic children to shape letters. One of them said that she uses adapted reading
activities that have been cultivated to meet the need of Arabic learners (cf. Figure. 28). When
they asked about what teachers can implement in their classes especially at more advanced
levels, they all emphasized that teachers should not neglect these cases and avoid giving them
seats at the back of the class, they also asked teachers to push these learners to read, write and
participate as much as possible. One of them used the word “Confrontation” whereby she
recommended that teachers should ask their learner to go to the board more frequently and
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insist in getting them involved in different classroom activities. In addition, support, attention
and praising are vital for raising dyslexic learners’ self-confidence, and trust in their teachers,
because according to one of the therapists is significant for establishing good rapport between
the learner and his/ her teacher.

Figure27. Cultivated reading activity for dyslexics adopted to meet Arabic learners needs
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Q7. Since dyslexia is a language-based disorder, how could it affect leaning a Second or a
Foreign Language? How can FL teachers recognize these learners?
Experts confirmed that dyslexic problems in one language can transfer when learning a
second language. Therefore, they notified it is preferable that dyslexic fix their problems in
their mother tongue first before they should learn any second and foreign language. They also
commented that they advise parents to avoid teaching their children multiple languages at
once, but rather they should first focus on one language to be the mother tongue, then they can
teach them additional languages. Essentially, they claim that dyslexia problems are the
generally the same in all languages, thus symptoms that dyslexic demonstrate in their native
language can pretty much resemble difficulties that they have when learning the foreign
language.
Q8. Does your treatment for dyslexia include second and foreign language?
The majority of therapists confessed that their treatment for dyslexia do not include
foreign language. They justified their position saying that they work solely with children who
generally did not start learning different language yet. Surprisingly, one of them said she can
help learners with dyslexia who are learning French language only. She gave an example of
the “L’alouette test” (cf. Figure28) that represent the original version of the pervious
mentioned test (see Figure 27).
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Figure28. A model of dyslexia text offered by experst “ L’alouette Text”
Q9. What parents report about how teachers deal with such students?
Experts conveyed parents complains about the way teachers deal with their sons and
daughters. They said on their behalf that teacher ignore their students and do not give them the
attention they need. They went further and said that parents lost their trust in teachers and they
tend to take their children to special therapists and schools instead. Speech therapists say that
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parents generally remark that teachers rebuke their students for their impaired skills and
accuse to be less motivated and careless students.
Q10. How do you feel about the efforts done by the educational systems and teachers in
order to help learners with this learning disability?
All speech therapists expressed their resentment from the current situation that dyslexic
learners go through. They emphasized that many teachers do not know about dyslexia, and
those who do know about it complain that they cannot mange to focus on one student and
neglect other students. Much of the blame was directed to the Algerian education system that
totally ignored the needs of these learners. One of them said in the last recent years, the
education system starts to take action by providing posts for therapists in schools, but she
confirmed that this is strictly not enough. She reported because there are no special schools or
centers for these learners, they lose a lot of money in private clinic.
Q11. What do you recommend?
First, speech therapists highlighted that parents have a curial role to play in this regard.
They emphasized that they should not leave their kids in fort of TV for long time. Besides,
they should not let them use phone and computer for long time. They explained that during
infancy children will be very sensitive to speech sounds around them, therefore, more teachers
should devote more time for their kids and try to speak and play with them as much as
possible, they can read and use different games that can help them identify any potential risk
of dyslexia. Second, speech therapists recommended that teachers should give dyslexic more
attention, supports and more time to complete their tasks. Finally, speech therapist expressed
their desire to make training courses all around the schools to raise awareness and educate
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teachers about dyslexia and other learning disabilities. Therefore, they recommended that the
concerned authorities should design more training courses for learning disabilities because
their numbers are highly increasing in the last few years.

2.3.2.4. Discussion of the Findings
The interviewed therapists have the tendency to define dyslexia according to its
symptoms and causes; probably this was because they intended to avoid any complex
technical terms and wanted to simplify the information for the readers. In addition, Experts
gave some interesting pieces of advice for teachers about diagnosing potential risks of
dyslexia. Through they put a heavy emphasis on children at first; they managed to provide
advantageous insights on how to spot learners with dyslexia at more advanced level.
Regarding detecting dyslexic from their writing skill, at first, therapists misinterpret the
question and went to state different symptoms of dysgraphia, this can be justified for that the
fact that the translation of the word dyslexia in Arabic is (Eusr alqira'a i.e. difficulty with
reading) while dysgraphia is translated as ( Eusr alkitaba i.e. difficulty with writing ).
However, after the research clarified the purpose of the question, they outlined many
symptoms that teachers can rely on to distinguish potential risk of dyslexia. It seems that
dictation is one of the best activities that teachers can implement to recognize these learners;
experts highlighted that teachers should put attention to the pace of writing, quality and
consistency of their spelling mistakes. In order to avoid the confuse between dyslexia and
dysgraphia, experts made it perfectly clear that dyslexia is neurological disorder that affects
one’s ability to process sounds and their corresponding letters while dysphraphia is more into
a psychomotor deficit that is manifested in illegible handwriting.
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The number of dyslexic learners that the speech therapists claim that they receive sounds
quite reasonable and matches the statistics that estimate one individual to be dyslexic out of 10
people. What can be noticed is that all of the patients are children; the speech therapists were
quite frank that they have no experience in dealing with adults with dyslexia. Only one of
them said that shy can deal with learners at more advanced level through she did not hide her
surprise form receiving such cases. As far as the strategies that they implement are concerned,
the multisensory methods were dominant in all of their activities that were target to simulate
different senses of the patients. It is worth mentioning that these activates are directed to
children but they can be adapted to be used with teenagers.
Concerning dyslexia and foreign languages, most of the speech therapists admitted that
they focus on Arabic language solely and neglect others languages. They have justified that,
on the one hand, they work only with children that most likely did not start learning foreign
languages yet, as well as they did not come across any case that necessitate such requirements.
On the other hand, it can be induced that they are not proficient enough in other languages and
lack the required materials.
What could be derived from the experts’ interview is that more attention is given to
children on the expanse of adults. As matter of fact, treating dyslexia from the very early
stages is very beneficial and vital for healthy development of dyslexics’ educational careers,
but parents and teachers need to bear in mind that dyslexia is a lifelong condition that its
effects cannot be confined to single stage only. Although the reported case mentioned above
can be the sole condition that can support these facts, experts have other opinion to say on this
regard. All of them believe that only undiagnosed conditions will continue to suffer from
dyslexia at more advanced levels, which indicates that the sooner that teachers and parents
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recognize dyslexia sings the better. Clearly, the efforts that speech therapists do in treating
dyslexic are significantly important, but they fell short in right of many important points as far
as adults and foreign languages are concerned. Additionally, much of the blame is directed to
the concerned authorities that did not give any interest to improve such circumstances.

2.4.

Putting it all Together
The conclusion that can be drawn from the results obtained from the questionnaire and

the interview is that there is an urgent need for more education about dyslexia that targets
teachers and parents alike. Having mentioned that, however, the analysis of the results
extracted from EFL teachers’ questionnaire demonstrated that around the half of target
population claim that they had prior knowledge of dyslexia, and refused to confess that they
have little knowledge about it, though most of them were able to identify some examples of
dyslexics writing problems, but they failed to give convincing answers. Moreover, the analysis
of speech therapists’ interview supported the aforementioned conclusion when they expressed
their resentment from teachers’ attitude towards dyslexic students. In addition, they stated
clearly that teachers generally fail to diagnose students who might be at risk of dyslexia unless
they have an adequate knowledge about it.
Comparing and examining the findings obtained from both instruments, the following
points are highlighted:
The majority of EFL teachers said that they did not receive any educational training
or any input about dyslexia, which answers the second research question. Moreover, great deal
of speech therapists admitted that their treatment system does not include foreign languages,
which highlights the lack of attention given to dyslexia in relation to foreign languages.
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Though that the Algerian education system makes form learning additional languages a
prerequisite for any regular student to carry out his/her educational requirements, and since in
most cases dyslexia signs become more apparent when learning a second languages, especially
with a dyslexic language such as the English language (Spence, 2000), it is, thus, crucial to
raise a call to the concerned authorities to take action to include educational training for
teachers in general and to include foreign language in particular.
The results also revealed that a lot of EFL teachers might have encountered
potential risk of dyslexia. Great deal of them noted that they have come across students that
have good learning skills except in spelling. Besides, more than half of the target population
said that they take into consideration that their students’ impaired reading and writing to be
due to a learning disability, and they clearly illustrated that they think that they have students
that might be dyslexics in their classroom, which answers the fourth research question. In
addition, speech therapists estimated that they generally receive 5 to 10 individuals with
dyslexia. Besides, they highlighted that their numbers are increasing proudly in the last few
years. Hence, it is obvious that dyslexia there is decent number of dyslexics who need help.
Concerning how knowledgeable are EFL teachers in Oum El Bouaghi district,
participants’ answers varied and thus one may conclude that EFL teachers’ of Oum El
Bouaghi have various levels of knowledge and attitude regarding dyslexia. For that, around
the half of them claimed that they have prior knowledge of dyslexia, but when they were
asked to state what they know about it, less than half of them were able to give convincing
answers. Besides, great deal of them reported that they believe that dyslexia does exist, and
only small proportion thinks that dyslexia is a myth.
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In this respect, a further research with different research instruments, namely tests for
teachers, could help in clarifying this issue.
Regarding dyslexics writing problems, majority of EFL Oum El Bouaghi teachers
were able to some extent to recognize some examples of proclaimed writing signs of dyslexia,
though that their answers varied significantly on certain symptoms. In addition, speech
therapists clarified the difference between dyslexia and dysghraphia. They also gave useful
pieces of advice for teachers to benefit form in identifying dyslexic students from their
writing.
As far as distinguishing writing problems of dyslexia from negative transfer, most
EFL Oum El Bouaghi teachers said that they know how to set apart dyslexia from first
language interference, and they justified their answers saying that dyslexia is problem with
spelling and words recognition while negative transfer is about word for word translation,
which answers the last research question.

Conclusion
All in all, this chapter summarizes the practical work of the study; it introduced and
explained the choice of the methodology, tools of research and the population. In addition,
references have been made to the description and the administration of the questionnaire and
the interview. Finally, a detailed analysis and discussion of the results obtained from the
teachers’ questionnaire and speech therapists’ interview have been offered. The results
obtained from English teachers’ questionnaire demonstrated that they have various levels of
knowledge and attitude regarding dyslexia. Although that the around the half of target
population claimed that they had prior knowledge of dyslexia, many of them failed to define
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this disorder properly, which means that English teachers refuse to admit they have slight idea
about this language-based disorder. While experts’ interview clarified that much attention is
given to children on the expense of teenagers and adults, and to Arabic language on the
expense to foreign languages, which raises concerns about the help and attention that dyslexics
receive, bearing in mind that learning additional languages is a necessary for Algerian students
to carry out their studies.
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General Conclusion and Recommendations
Traditionally, the abilities to read and write are taken for granted to be one of the easiest
and natural tasks that anyone can perform. Reading and writing influence significantly the
ability to learn all the other subjects, but particularly they influence pupils in developing a
successful school career. But what if some learners’ ability to read and write can be
particularly one of the difficult things to perform. Then, fulfilling academic tasks can be such
heavy burdens; especially that, assessing and evaluating students’ performance in many
educational systems all around the world rely significantly on their writing production. This
case scenario resembles the experience that dyslexic learners face each and every day. It is
under such circumstances that the teacher’s role can be the turning point in the educational
career of such learners. Thus, this research is conducted to investigate teachers’ awareness of
dyslexia and how they can recognize them through their writings.
Generally speaking, the Algerian educational system makes out of learning a foreign
language an integral and compulsory part for any regular students to carry out his/her studies.
Having said that, the core problem with dyslexics lies in their difficulty in acquiring certain
aspects of their native language, let alone additional ones. Additionally, dyslexia profile varies
considerably across-languages, for that, in language with deep orthography such as English,
dyslexic problems can be more aggravated than those who are learning transparent languages
such as Arabic, which means that Algerian dyslexic problems can more apparent when they
start learning English as foreign language. Though that Algerian students starts to study
English language at the level of middle school, their true level and learning problems can be
clearer at the level of secondary schools, and the same applies for dyslexics. Thus, regarding
the striking lack of pieces of research that treated this issue in Algeria, the present research
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attempted to target the EFL teachers’ awareness of dyslexia in Oum El Bouaghi, as well as it
adopted new trend of interest where focus has been giving to dyslexics’ writing problems that
generally receive less interest comparing to research conducted on dyslexics’ reading
difficulties.
Moreover, this research has shown the bitter fact about the amount of care and attention
that children who have dyslexia receive on the expense of teenagers and adults. Besides, this
study explained that students who have dyslexia and study at more advance level complain
that they face more problems in writing rather than other skills, which indicate that learning a
foreign language can exacerbate form dyslexics’ writing problems. Thus, assessing secondary
school EFL teachers’ awareness come to meet with these two points directly in one line.
In order to investigate the underling topic of research, this study was divided into two
chapters: literature review and the fieldwork. The first chapter outlined the existing literature
concerning dyslexia, which in turn is split into two sections: dyslexia: a learning disability and
dyslexia and writing problems in foreign languages. Section one attempted to provide a
definition to this disorder, explain its causes and listing some of its symptoms. While in
section two, focus was directed to dyslexia’s profile across-languages and in leaning foreign
languages, then attention was giving to dyslexia and writing problems, and finished with
reviewing FL teacher’s role and awareness about dyslexia.
On the practical ground, this study adopted a descriptive method to meet with the type of
research under investigation. The fieldwork then, explained the nature of methodology, the
choice of population and sampling and research tools used to collect data. Since descriptive
studies describe the state or nature of the variables under-investigation. Thus, this survey is
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chosen to report EFL teachers’ beliefs and awareness about dyslexia, as well as reporting
speech therapists pieces of advice and remarks. Consequently, questionnaire and interview
have been used as the primarily tools of data collection. As far as population and sampling are
concerned, this research made from EFL teachers of secondary schools at Oum El bouaghi
district as the target population for this study. Additionally, the preset study addressed speech
therapists in the same region.
Surprisingly, the analysis of data collected from the questionnaire showed that a decent
deal of teachers claim that they know about dyslexia, but the analysis of data obtain prove that
teachers’ ability to diagnose potential risk of dyslexia to be quite skeptical, which answers the
main research question that EFL teachers’ of Oum El Bouaghi have various levels of
knowledge and attitude regarding dyslexia.

Apparently, most teachers have encountered

learners who have difficulties with language skills that sound similar to those that dyslexic
exhibit. Naturally, learning a foreign language with deep orthography such as English poses
difficulty in mastering language literary skills, hence, most teachers appear to have little
knowledge about distinguishing dyslexics form non-dyslexics that show similar symptoms has
been put as an alternative explanation to the results obtained from this study.
Expectedly, the results obtain from the analysis of speech therapists confirm the
pervious concerns that learners who have dyslexia and study at the level of secondary schools
generally do not receive any interest neither from teachers and speech therapists, nor from the
concerned authorities. Unfortunately, the results revealed that dyslexia treatment and help
mostly take only one direction towards the first language on expense of foreign languages.
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As result, this researcher’s study clearly showed that teachers may indeed have
encountered students who might be at risk of dyslexia, but their knowledge about it or how to
deal with these categories of learners is limited. Consequently, the present study supports
further teacher education to identify the characteristics of dyslexia at all academic levels, as
well as designing training courses that addresses all languages teachers and not only Arabic
ones.
In the light of this study, a number of pedagogical recommendations can be suggested
for teachers to use in order to ameliorate their knowledge about dyslexia.


First and foremost, this research urge teachers to enrich their knowledge and
consciousness about learning disabilities in general, and it stresses that language
teachers have to be aware of dyslexia in particular.



This study highly recommends that teachers need to have a critical eye while
evaluating their students, they should analysis and try to read between the lines
concerning what may causes these mistakes. In order to identify students that might be
at risk of dyslexia they should pay attention to the quality and consistency of their
students’ mistakes.



Essentially, this study highlights profoundly that teachers should not have a limited
vision of dyslexia as a reading disorder, but rather they should observe all of its
symptoms. Through this research, teachers’ attention has been drawn to writing skill
in particular since most of the assessment of students’ work is through their writings.



Teachers need to bear in mind that low motivation, high anxiety and poor attitude can
be caused by dyslexia and not vise versa that is why they should not rush into biased
conclusion about their students learning attitude.
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This research raises a call for the concerned authorities to give more attention for
theses type of learners, especially concerning foreign languages; they can for example
design educational training courses for teacher either per-serves and in-serves, or
make special centers for them.



This research also recommends educating teachers more about the psychology of
learning.



This research also advises parents to take their precautions to identify any potential
risk of dyslexia at very early stages. It particularly warns them to not leave their
infants in front of TV all the time or let them play with phone and computers from
young ages. It rather recommends that parents should speak and play with their
children as much as possible.
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Limitations of the Study
While carrying out this research, many obstacles hindered the process of achieving the desired
objective:


The main problem was in the poor feedback received; a lot of teachers did not give
back the questionnaires that have been given to them. As well as many schools
refused to give us the accessibility to approach their teachers.



Another struggle for the research was sample size, this research was aimed to address
as many teachers as possible, but due to aforementioned obstacles and some issues
that our country goes through , the research sample was limited to small proportion of
teachers, which means that the results obtained cannot generated to larger population.



Another important factor was time constraints; extended time would be helpful for
conducting this study on a large sample of teachers to get more reliable results with a
use of different research tools like tests.



Forth limitation is lack of sources especially concerning dyslexia and writing skill.



The fifth limitation is the method of investigation, it would be better to conduct an
experimental method because it will be more helpful in providing valid and correct
results rather than a questionnaire.
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Suggestions for Further Research
This research recommends some future ambitious studies that are inspired from the
existing literature and limitations faced while conducting this research namely:


Investigating dyslexic pupils’ opinions concerning teachers’ attitude towards them.



Replicating Sparks and Ganschow (1996; 2004) experiment to investigate foreign
Language teachers’ perceptions of students’ academic skills, affective characteristics,
and proficiency in order to see if teachers perceive learners who have poor language
skills, such as dyslexia, as having poor learning attitude.



Conducting an experiment to investigate dyslexics’ problems in writing skill. For
instance, the focus can be directed to dyslexics’ choice of vocabulary in different
language (Arabic, French and English) as recommended by ( Arfe, Dockrell, and
Berninger,2014). Or investigating dyslexics handwriting speed as a replication of
Berninger et al (2008) study.



This study suggests that the translation of the word “dyslexia” in Arabic “Eusr
alqira'a” ,which literally mean difficulty with reading, should be reconsidered or
changed into more accurate term, because great part of people perceive dyslexia as a
reading disorder solely. This has been inspired from the difficulties that the researcher
faced while interviewing speech therapists about dyslexics’ problem with writing
skill. Having a more accurate term can change people’s attitude in perceiving dyslexia
as a reading disorder only.
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This research highly recommends doing statistical studies to estimate number of
dyslexic students specified to Algerian people. It is famously known that dyslexia
affects one of ten people ,others say one of five people; it should be noted here that
these statistics are specified to English speaking countries such as UK and USA, and it
has been previously clarified that dyslexia is a universal disorder that its effect change
according to type of language. Accordingly, having statistical studies of number of
dyslexics in Algeria can help either confirm these numbers or reject them. Besides, it
will help in conducting further studies.
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APPENDEX A
English Teachers’ Questionnaire
People’s Democratic Republic of Algeria
Ministry of Higher Education and Scientific Research
Larbi Ben M’hidi University Oum El Bouaghi
This questionnaire is part of my master research paper. It seeks to investigate teachers’
awareness about dyslexia in general and recognizing dyslexics from their writing skill in
particular. You are kindly invited to answer it. Know that your corporation is of a great benefit
to this research and can help in fulfilling more in-depth research in the future. Thank you in
advance.


Dyslexia is one of the manifestations of what is called Specific Learning Differences. It

should not be considered a disability, but a difference in acquiring knowledge and skills. More
specifically, it constitutes a difficulty with accurate and fluent word recognition. Dyslexia
affects not only students’ academic progress and performance but also other areas of life.
SECTION ONE: BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Questions in this section relate your background and experience in education. This is to help
place your responses in context.
Instructions: Please tick (√) the most accurate response.
1. Age:
22 – 25 years

26 – 35 years

35 – 45 years

More than 45 years
2. For how long have you taught?
1 to 3 years

3 to 5 years

5 to 10 years

More than 10 years

3. What is the highest level of academic qualification that you attained?
License degree
Master degree
Magister degree
Superior school
Please specify your grade: (e.g. teacher, teacher trainer…)
…………………………………..
4. Have you received any special-needs education training, whether pre-service or in-service?
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Yes

No

If yes (Please specify the period)………………………..
5. Did you receive any input about dyslexia whether pre-service or in-service?
Yes

No

SECTION TWO: TEACHING EXPERINCE
6. Put in order the sequence of the difficult skills that your pupils have problems with in

learning English as a foreign language?
Reading
Writing
Speaking
Listening
Please justify your order
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……..
7. Do your students make a lot of spelling mistakes in writing?
Yes

No

If yes, what do you think are the reasons behind that?
Language interference
Difficulty of the task
Lack of Mastery
Anxiety
Other reasons (optional) …………………………………………………………………
8. How can you describe these learners level?
Low achiever

Below average

Average

Good

9. Did you encounter students with good verbal skills but with poor spelling?
Yes

NO

If yes, how frequent was that?
Always

Sometimes

Rarely
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10. Did you, by any chance come across a student that shows very good learning skills in
different areas except in spelling?
Yes

NO

If yes, a say how frequent was that?
Always

Sometimes

Rarely

b, how did you deal with him or her?
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
11. How would you rate your knowledge about the psychology of learning?
Considerable

Adequate

Limited

Poor

12. Have you ever considered that your students’ impaired reading and writing can be due to a
learning disability?
Yes

No

If yes, how frequent was that?
Always

Sometimes

Rarely

13. List the different learning disabilities that you know
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
14. How would you describe the amount of experience you have had with teaching pupils with
learning disabilities, if any?
Considerable

Average

Limited

None

SECTION THREE: DYSLEXIA AWARENESS
15. Did you have any prior knowledge about dyslexia?
Yes

No

If yes, please say from how you learned about it
Studied it at the University

Read about it

Acquaintance
Others, (Optional)…………………………….
16. State what you knew about dyslexia.
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Professional experience

……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
17. Do you think that dyslexia is a myth?
Yes

No

18. Are there pupils in your class that you considered might be dyslexic?
Yes

No

19. Do you know how to differentiate between signs of first language interference and
dyslexia in your pupils’ pieces of writing?
Yes

No

If yes, state how
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
........................................................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................................................
............
SECTION FOUR
Instructions: Please indicate, by ticking (√), the extent to which you agree with each of
the following statements.
Items

Strongly
agree

Dyslexic students’ reading is
much more advanced than their
writing
Dyslexic students spell a given
word in several ways in one
piece of writing
Having the right letters in a
word but in the wrong order is a
sign of negative transfer.
Having the right letters in a
word but in the wrong order is a
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Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly
disagree

sign of dyslexia
confuse or reverse letters in a
word e.g. b/d; b/p; f/t; n/v
Pupils
with
difficulty
segmenting,
blending
and
manipulating sounds in words
usually have dyslexia
Confusing similar sounds in a
word e.g.: b/p , f/v ,s/c , s/x is a
sign of negative transfer of
language
Confusing similar sounds in a
word e.g.: b/p , f/v ,s/c , s/x is a
sign dyslexia
Dyslexia causes making the
same mistake despite regular
corrections.
Writing words backwards, e.g.:
was/saw, is a sign of negative
transfer of language
Write words backwards, e.g.:
was/saw, is a sign of dyslexia
Confuse words that sound alike
e.g.: right/ write.
Dyslexia is a disability specific
to the English Language.
Dyslexics make more mistakes
than their peers.
Dyslexic students have low
motivation, high levels of
anxiety and poor foreign
language attitude.
If you have any additional remarks or suggest, please feel free to add them.
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………

Thank you for your time.
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APPENDIX B
Experts’ Interview
Thanking the interviewee for accepting to be questioned and Introducing the purpose of the
study.
1) – How would you define Dyslexia?
2) a. How can teachers recognize Dyslexic students?
b. Do all Dyslexics have the same symptoms?
c. Do these symptoms differ according to their educational levels? (If yes, how can
teacher recognize learners with this disorder at more advanced levels?)
3) - How can teachers recognize individuals with Dyslexia from their writing skill?
4) – What is the difference between Dyslexia and Dysgraphia?
5) – How often do you receive pupils with Dyslexia? (What about their age?)
6) – What are the strategies you use to help these pupils? (Can teachers implement them?)
7) – Since Dyslexia is a language-based disorder, how could it affect leaning a Second or
a Foreign Language? ( how can FL teachers recognize these learners)
8) – Does your treatment for Dyslexia include Second and Foreign Language?
9) – What parents generally report about how teachers deal with such students?
10) How do you feel about the efforts done by our educational systems and teachers in
order to help learners with this learning disability?
11) – What do you recommend?
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Résumé
Cette étude examine la sensibilisation des enseignants étrangers anglophones du secondaire à
l’identification des apprenants dyslexiques. Il cherche à explorer la capacité des enseignants à
reconnaître les apprenants susceptibles de présenter un risque de dyslexie par le biais de leurs
erreurs d’écriture. Le chercheur a adopté des méthodes mixtes qui ont été jugées les plus
appropriées pour la collecte de données, à savoir un questionnaire et une interview. Le premier
s’adressait aux professeurs d’anglais du niveau secondaire pour tester leurs connaissances en
matière de dyslexie et leur capacité à reconnaître les élèves dyslexiques par leurs erreurs
d’écriture, tandis que le second visait trois orthophonistes à se renseigner sur l’état actuel de la
dyslexie en Algérie. Les résultats ont révélé qu’environ la moitié de l’échantillon des
enseignants avait déjà une connaissance de la dyslexie et que la plupart d’entre eux étaient
capables de diagnostiquer, dans une certaine mesure, les problèmes d’écriture des dyslexiques.
Bien que les enseignants affirment connaître la dyslexie, leurs connaissances semblent assez
limitées, en particulier pour distinguer les dyslexiques des non dyslexiques présentant des
symptômes similaires. Les résultats de l’analyse des entretiens menés par les experts ont
révélé qu’une plus grande attention était accordée aux enfants aux dépens des adolescents et
des adultes, et à l’arabe aux dépens des langues étrangères. Ainsi, cette étude conclut qu'une
formation plus poussée des enseignants pour identifier les caractéristiques de la dyslexie dans
les programmes de langue nationale à tous les niveaux académiques est nécessaire.

Mots-clés: Dyslexie, Difficulté d'apprentissage, Problèmes d'écriture, Formation des
enseignants.
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ملخص
الغرض من هذه الدراسة هو معرفة من مدى وعي أساتذة اللغة األنجليزية كلغة أجنبية على مستوى
الثانويات بعسر القراءة و الكتابة لدى المتمدرسين و ترتكز تحديدا على مدى قدرة األستاذة في التعرف
على التالميذ الذين يمكن أن يكونوا عرضة لهذا العسر من خالل مهاراتهم في الكتابة .هذا البحث أعتمد
على وسيلتين مختلفتين التي تم تحديدها على أنها األنسب لجمع البيانات وهما  :الإلستبيان و المقابلة ،
بالنسبة للوسيلة األولى فإنها تم توزيعها على أساتذة اللغة األنجليزية في مختلف الثانويات المنتشرة عبر
إقليم والية أم البواقي في حين تم إجراء المقابلة مع ثالثة من المعالجين للبحث عن رؤاهم حول الوضع
الحالي لعسر القراءة في والية أم البواقي  ،كشفت النتائج أن حوالي نصف عينة األساتذة لديهم معرفة
مسبقة بعسر القراءة وأن معظمهم كانوا قادرين على تشخيص مشاكل الكتابة لدى المعسرين قرائيا إلى حد
ما ،على الرغم من أن المعلمين يدعون أنهم يعرفون عن عسر القراءة  ،إال أن معرفتهم تبدو محدودة جدًا
خاصة في التمييز بين المعسرين قرائيا من غير المصابين بعسر القراءة الذين يعانون من أعراض مشابهة
 ،أوضحت النتائج المستخلصة من تحليل مقابلة الخبراء أنه يتم إيالء المزيد من األهتمام لألطفال على
حساب المراهقين والبالغين وإلى العربية على حساب اللغات األجنبية  ،في األخير خلصت هذه الدراسة
إلى أن هناك حاجة إلى المزيد من التدريب المكثف للمعلمين لتحديد خصائص عسر القراءة في مناهج اللغة
الوطنية على جميع المستويات األكاديمية.

الكلمات المفتاحية  :عسر القراءة  ،صعوبات التعلم  ،مشاكل الكتابة  ،تدريب المعلمين.
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